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planned announcement
Wednesday. Demuzio, Dlinois'
Democratic party cbainnan,
said Simon told him of his
intentions Tuesday during a
pbonecall.
Demuzio ;aid tbe call
reinforced b. understanding
that Simon would run. He
added that they discussed the
matter optimistically Friday
over dinner.
JobnSbelby, press secretary
to U.S. Rep. ' V'illiam Lehman
0( Florida, said be "could
confirm
Simon 's
announcement to ron."
Lehman and U.S. Rep. Peter
Stark of California led a " draft
Simon" campaign in Congress
last summer. Fifteen U.S.
representatives wrote letters
to Simon urging him to run.
Carle .s aid Simon's reasons
for runnmg, as well as why be
considers himself presidential

.
.
. U.s. Sen. Paul Sunon will
informally annouce his candida~ fm: the 198!' l>i;mocratic
presidential nonnnation today
m Washington, D .~.
DaVid Carl~, Sunon's press
secretary, S3.ld the Makanda
Democrats' announcement
would . merely confirm
s~tionaboutthesenator's

candidacy.
Tbursday's announcement,
however, will not be Simon's
formaicampaigndecJaratioD.
."The formal announcement
~ be m Carbondale," Carle
sa)(I, but be declined to say
when . "He will issue a
statement and read the
statement to m~bers of the
press but he will not answer
any questions."
.
State Sen. Vmce DemUZIR,
D-Carlinville, confirmed the

material, will be included in
today'sstatement.
The 58-year~ld Makanda
resident alluded to a reason
Sunday in CarboodaIe during a
meeting of supporters and
organizers from Simon 's
tenure in the House of
Representatives. He spoke of a
bomeless man in Monmouth
who was s/'.ouJdered with a
$227,OOObospitalbill.
" You know. we have to belp
people like that ... I see the
potential for moving on all
kinds of thmgs that this
country ought to move on,"
Simon said. "And that makes
me want to do it."
Other encouragement came
after Lehman's letter cam·
paign, Carle said.
A Harris Poll o[ Democrats
nationwide in February
ranked Simon fourth among
Democratic p residential

contenders, behind frontrunner Gary Hart of
Colorado, Gov. Mario Cuomo
of New York, who bas since
withdrawn [rom contention,
and U.S. Sen. Bill Bradley of
New Jersey.
''That's the only national
poll to mention Simon by
name, " Carle said. High name
recognition in neighboring
Iowa , tbe site of the
presidential campaign's first
candidate showdown , and
endorsements from labor
~tions and teachers
uruons also have bolstered
Simon's hopes, he added.
Demuzio said be ad~ ised
Simon todecJare his candidacy
as early as possible because
some people might view him
as indecisive.
Simon withdrew from
Paul Simon
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$1 trillion
plan to trim
deficit OK'd

USC debate issues
I include SPC funds,
IPIRG, parking lots
By Ren .. Nanesll
Student Writer

Student
Programming
Council fundini! was the hottest item debaled Wednesday
night in Student Center
Ballroom B when Phoenix and
Access party candidates for
the Unde:-graduate Student
Organiza: ion squared off
before the April 15 eJection.
"I was sad to see SPC cut at
a1l," Access candidate Vince
Kelly said.
He added that be would like
to see the fUllding for SPC
restored.
" Tbe SPC cuts were justified
and I would do it again,"
Phoenix vice presidential
candidate Charles Levy said.
Ten thousand dollars of the
SPC budget was not accounted
for, Levy said.
Phoen ix presidential
candidate John Attard said
the cuts were necessary to
balance the USO budget.
"What SPC needs to do is
tighten up the budget," Attard
said.
Student government involvement was named as a
goal for both parties. Attard
stressed continuity and consistency while Kelly called for
access to the university and
s:udent government.
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Both candida tes supported
the Illinois Public Interest
Research Group.

Attard said IPmG would be
good for studetlts, but
questioned the refusabJe fee.
KeDy said IPmG would look
out [or students by Iobbyi'lg
for them or comparing pric\.'$
for such things as grocery
stores and laundromats.
"I would une~uivOCallY
a refusable ee," Kelly

:rr

Tbe need [or a day care
center, !Iucb as Rainbow's
End, wa~ important to both
candidates.
"No one can say no to day
care" Attard said.
Kelly
suggested
a
cooperative day care center be
built 00 campus allowing
students who could not afford
the serviCl<' to donate their time
for payment Kelly ~tioned
the need for an additiooal fee
to support Rainbow's End.
LaCk 0( central partring
space was also an issue.
A central parking facility for
students on umpus is expensive, a~ to Kelly,
but so are parking tidrets.
Kelly suggested the University
use btJf 01 the money from

IOeftP_bf_OuIoI

uso

preeIdentIel candldat. Vince Kelly d I _
pertdng .. Wedneedey'. debe. tn the Student c.m..

WASHINGTON ( UP!) The Senate Budget Committee
a pproved a $1 trillion spending
plan Wednesday aimed at
shrinking the federal deficit
with a mix of program cuts
and an $18.5 billion tax and
revenue packag~ .
On tiJe <other side 0( Capitol
Hill, debate began in the House
on a s.'miIar plan, described by
House Budget Committee
CbainJuln William Gray, DPa., as "the bP.st choice" for
tailoting domestic and
military programs to fit
spending restraints.
Each plan offa-s an alternative L, the $1 .02 trillion
spending prQ!IO'.;aj offered by
President Re3gan, wbo wants
to increase military spending
while trimming the deficit witli
domestic spending cuts, sales
of government assets and new
fees for people who use federal
iaods and waterways.
" Those are the wrong
priorities, and we tool< anot~
direction," Gray said as be
introduced his committee's
proposal on the House floor for
two days 0( scheduled debate.
Rep. Delbert Latta 0( Ohio,
the committee's ranking
Republican, labeled the
proposal
"a
typical
Democrats' budget - tax and
spend, tax and spend."
House Republican leader

Mumps epidemic hasn't flown south to SIU-C
By TI8CJ a.rtonI
SIaIIWrita-

escara

sru-c students have
the lumps and bumps
a
mumps epidemic that is
plaguing coIJege students in
norlbern Dlinois.
Dr. Lawrence Frisch 0( the
sru-c Health Service said DO
cases 0( mumps on campus
have been ~ - at least
to his Imow
e.
"sru-c i5 oot part 0( the
epidemic gOlllg on up oortb,
but there is 110 reason to

~~=;;'~~~i- <#

IIUDlber 01 ~ cases 0(
IDUIIIpII siDce an. 1 in Jl.I.iOOIS
bas increased nearly 800
said Susan McSberry,
~tioo representative
~the DIinois Department
".
'cHeaJth
lliinois, which does not
require immunization by law,
baa l-ep<Jr1ed 39 percent, or
1,002, 01 tOO nation' s 2,567
cues 01 the communicable
disease, a~to statistics
compiled ~ natiODllI
Ceater far
Control in
AlJanta, Ge.
NIDe c:aIIe8es and univer-

=1,

0( the l,1iii2 ffi!ID1PS cases, sbe
said.
In 1!18.<, the state reported
only 292 cases 0( mumps,
McSherry said. That figure
jumped to 2,743 in 1986.
Mumps usually strikes
cbildren under IS, most often
between 6 an<i 10. The infectiOUl disease is caused by a
virus that atllcks the ceJIs or
the sh;va glands.
Sympt.cms include fever and
lOBS 0( appetite, followed by an
earache, he.-.dacbe and
swelling 0( the saliva glands.
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Delayed guerrilla funeral
spurs hit-and-run battles

~~I

BELFAST, Northern Ireland <upn - At least 5,000 IRA
supporters marched Wednesda y through Roman Catholic ar.o.as
of Bellast for the twice-delayed funeral of 8 slain Iri:;b
Republican Army guerrilla a nd fought sporadic battles with
hundreds of riot police. No injuries were reported. Hours after
Lawrence Marley' s body was buried, hundreds of masked youths
operating in dozen~aong gangs fought hit-and-run battles with
police in Catholic West Belfast, hijacked mor e than 20 buses and
cars and hurled Mdotov cocktails at security forces .
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Wounded Palestinians evacuated from camp
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UP£) - Wounded Palestinians were
evacuated Wednesday from the Sbatila refugee camp where
Syrian troops one day earlier ended a fi ve-month siege by the
Shiite Moslem Amal militia. Yellow bulldozers cleared away
earthen barricades and piles of garbage from the camp's entrance and stree.s to permit ambulances inside the shantytown
in south Beirut to remove 23 wounded residents.
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Loophole allows Japanese to plan whale hunt
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TOKYO (UPI) - Japan plans to hunt hundreds of whales in
the Antartic for research and evenbJal coosumption under a
loopbo\e in an international ban on commercial wbal.iIu!,
Japanese officials said Wednesday. Japanese officialS
acknowledged the plan could provoke reta1iatioo by the United
State!. '!'be U.S. Embassy in Tokyo declined comment on the
plan. which was submitted March 31 to the International
Whaling Commission for review before a June meeting of its
scientific committee.
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Divers find 123 bodies In wreck of ferry
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ZEEBRUGGE Belgium (UP£) - Divers located 123 bodies in
the wreck of the British ft;n}' Herald of Free Enterprise, raising
the known death toll to 184 m one of Europe's wor.;t peacetime
disasters authorities said Wednesday. The search of the auto
f~ which capsized and sank March 6 with more than soo
~le aboard, was suspended at midnight because of the danger
to divers working in sumberged portions of the vessel.

Wisconsin teen-ager receives Jarvik heart
MINNEAPOLIS IUPI) - A WISCOIISin teen-ager wi.t h
coagenital-.rt failure Wednesday became the fOlllllJest person
in the world to receive a Jarvik 7-70 artificial lieart, and may
have suffered brain damage during the five-hour operation,
doctor.; said. Christopher Larson, 15, of EscW... (is., was listed
in very critical condition Wednesday ~t after receiving the
smaJIer version of the artificiallieart, which is aimed at keeping
him alive until he can receive a permanent human heart. Such a
coodition is common for patients who have just undergone such
surgery.

Vqru.Wo..~ _ .......

Apartment building, store collapse; 5 dead

t . d t "",",,,",on'<'n
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NEW YORK ({)PI) - An apartment building and a grocery
store collapsed after an explosion Wednesday in the nmdown
South Bronx, 1tilling at least five people, injuring 24 and trapping
at least three under the rubble, official!; said. Polir::e and
firef.gbters struuied to reach two people who lay motionless
beneath {Ii!es of 6ncits and lwuber, but they also were (eared to
have perished in the collapse.. which was believed to have been
caused by a natural gas explosion.

Air traffic COiiirol!ers' errors on the rise
WASHINGTON (UPI) -

Operatiooai errors by air traffic

COIllrollers increasad by 18 percent during the year ended last
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mouth, far short oj the 2 percent reduction L'>e Federal Aviation
Administration set as its goal. an a gency official said Wednesday. Many of the errors appear to be caused by poor C\.wmunication, lAd:: of coordination and ineffective use 0( equi:.>men!, Keith Potts, associate administrator for air traffic control,
said in an internal message to FAA controllers.

ABC, CBS reject binding arbitration proposal
NEW YORK (UP£) -

ABC bas joined CBS in rejecting a

proposal £rom strilting oows writers that both sides submit their

iliffen!llCeS to bindi....g arbitn.i.ion in an effort to end a five-week-

old wal1touL ABC olDfirmed 8 report Tuesday by the Writers
Guild of America that the network 6ad turned down the proposal.
NetwGrk spokesmen would give no reason for the decision. Guild
SPokesman Martin Waldman said the proposal was made last
f'riday and the delay in ABC's response Iecl the union to believe
the network was seriously considering iL
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'Underrepresented' city voters' turnout low
By Catheri ne Edman

The Car bondale neighborhood that has provided
the ma jority of City Council candidates in recent
years - the Southwest side - came out to vole in
force in Tuesday's general election.
However, rels.tively few people cast ballots in the
neighborhood that unsuccessful mayoral candidate
Norvell Haynes claims is underrepresented.
Haynes claimed throughout the campaign that the
predominately while, affluent Southwest side had an
unfair v~ffa:dvantage in the city and on the
council. S· . ly, he said the predominantly black
and iargely student Northeast side had an unfair
advantage because its residents constituted a
minority of c;jty voters and because three of the five
current council members are from that neighborhood.
In each of the two neighl'Orhoods there are Cive
main precincts.
On the Southwest side of town there are 2,620
registered voters, 44 percent of them - or 1,160
people- voted Tuesday. On Ite Northeast side, there
are 214 more registered voters for a total of 2,834
people. Of that total, about IS pt,rcent - or 506 people
cast ballots.
As a rule, city elections do not ...,...ive as high a
voler turnout as stale or national elections, said
RoberIHarrell, Jackson COO.!>lty Clerk.
But the ward-aldp,man referendum, which Haynes
said would most l>enefit blacks and students, was
expected by political observers to increase the voting
percental!es in thos ~ two groups.

City 01 Carbondale

contention in February to
support a possible While House
bid by u.s. Sen. Dale Bumpers
of Arkansas . Bumpers ,
. bowever, withdrew a month
later and Simon reconsidered
his earlier decision.
" I told him that he has to do
it soon because his indecision
has got everyone else strung
out on othe.- candidates,"
Demuzio said. Afler Simon's
decision in February, Illinois
Democrats began talking to
other candidates.
' 'It's a good idea to move
early to . test the waw:s,"
Shelby said.
•

He added that Simon's apparent ability to be elected
isn't limited to Illinois.
"Simon is well known in

17. 102
2.8 71

Regillteredvot...
Total ballots cast
Voter tunout

17 percent

Southwest Neighborhood (5 precincts)
Registered votenl
Total ballots casl
Voter b.mOut

North....t NeIghborhood

2,6 20
1 , 160

44 percent

(5 precincts)

Registered voters
Total ballots cast
Votertumout

cer t ain circles of the
Democratic Party but not in
others," Shelby said. " But be
doesn' t (it tbe mold of most
politicians and I think most
people want that. "
Democrats of Lehman's
dbtrict in Miami, Fla ., " are
well aware" of Simon because
of his 1984 defeat of three-lerm
incumbent Charles Percy for
the Illinois senale seat, Shelby
added. "Percy was a powerful

senator."
,~rle said many of those
who voted for Reagan in the
president's landslide 1984 reel.e ction switched over and
voted for Simon. " Percy didn't
get all of the Republican voters
who voted for r~gan , " be
said.

CHICAGO (UPIl - Mayor
Harold Washington Wednesday warned machine
Democrats wbo op~ his
successful re-election bid to
come into his fold or their
political life could be over.
" I'm simply saying to the
party unless you clean up
your act, you won't existperiod," Washington told a
City Hall news conference
one day after becoming the
first mayor to win reelection to a second term
since the powerful Richard
J . Daley a decade ago.
" It is very urgent that the
Democratic Party of Cook
County clean up its act,"
Washington said.
Washin
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his Democratic Party affiliation to run as the GOP
nominee, received only
at-AlIIt4 percent of the vOle.

Washington insisted his
victory was a " mandale" for
the continuation of his
reform-style administration,
but refused to liken himself
to the legenda.r y Daley, the
" Boss" of machine politics
who was serving his fifth
term in office wben be died
in 1976.
"U you mean leader, frrst
among equals ... prestige in
office, those kind of things,

be~i~~~rn: ~::

'Boss' is just a misnomer in
this situation. That concept
"
doesn't
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as a vote against tbe
machine politics of the past,
scored a decisive victory
over his two challengers.
With 98.76 percent of tbe
vole counted, Wasbington
received 591,220 vo~.!S , or
53.19 percent, oi the approximately 1.1 million votes
cast.
Edward
Vrdolyak ,
chairman of the Cook County
Democra tic Party who led
the mayor's City Council
opposition in the infamous
" Council Wars" battles that
marred Washington's first
term in office, picked . up
as a third-

JL~ ~

$2.79
- - - - - BA R S PE CIA L-----

C()"ce~t

Tbe number of registered voters living east of the
railroad tracks and north of E . Freeman and College
streets also showed a a decrease since 1985 wben
there were 3,183 people registered. In that election
there was 15 percent voter turnout on the Northeast
side.
The vole count will be made official in the ballot
canvass at2:3O p.m. Monday, April 13 in the mayor's
ofCice, 6071:.. College.

I
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zwick's

18 percent

Tbe precincts in both neighborhoods showed voting
increa5e$ in overall ballots cast in the 1985 election.
But the most significant increases came from the r"·e
precincts on the Southwest side.
101 the 1985 general election for City Council, 904 of
the registered voters living south of Rt. 13 and west of
Oakland Ave:1 about 31 percent, cast a ballot.
This year me number of registered voters on the
Southwest side was 2,620, down from 2,930 two years
ago. However, a higher percentage of '1olers (44
percent) turned out.

Washington threatens opposition

ON THE ISLAND PUB 71;;
CUISIN E

2.83'
506

Archie Jones, the only black to have sat on the
council in recent years, said while he expected a
higher overall voter turnout from the Northeast side,
be thought Haynes was " a little" optimistic about
how many people would vole in favor of the
referendum.
" I know so many people who did not support it,"
Jones said.
He did say be was glad, though, that the people
elected a mmority candidate to the city council. He
was referring 10 Richard Morris, a black, who
received the most votes of the four council candidates.
sru-c student Dave Madlener, who helped get the
referendum on the bailot. said that wbile be felt there

SIMON, from Page 1 - -

I

was a good turnout on the Northeast side, students in
other a reas did not vole.
One reason more people didn't vole, he said, is that
they didn't feel it would make any difference.
" When a group of people are historically underrepresented, or feet they are underr"jlresented
over a number of years, they won' t go out and vole,"
Madlener said.
There wasn' t a lack of support for the wardalderman system, though, he said. " I think there's a
lot of interest in favor of it, but more against ij."

How Many Voted
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Opinion & Commentary
Student Edltot4n.chlef. am1t"""ln""': EdltorkJl Pove editor. Toby EOer1; Auodot.
Edltorial,OIPt EdltOt". Mary W1.nIew.kI ; Managing editor, Gordon Bllllng.I..,.

Racism is not dead
on U.S. campuses
SEVERAL INCIDENTS OF racially motivated violence on
college campuses across the country seem to indicate an upsurge of racism among students. At The Citadel, a military
academy in South Carolina, five white cadets entered the dorm
room of a black cadet and burned a paper cross. A wooden cross
was set ablaze in the front yard of a black sorority house on the
University of Alabama's predominanUy white Greek row.
The problem is not limited to the traditionally less tolerant
South. At Columbia University in New York, four white students
beat a young black student in a racially motivated assault.
Dartmouth, once considered the least prejudiced of the nation's
Ivy League schools, also has experienced various episodes of
racial intolerance during the past ye;;.r.
The rising tide of racism is not confined to America's college
campuses. Racial tensions have flared (rom Howard Beach,
N.Y., to Cumming, Ga ., to Tampa , Fia This does not bode well
for a country that just a few years ago prided itself on the
progress it had made toward racial harmony.
No one should expect the nation's campuses to be isolated from
the trends taking place in society as a whole. After all, the
campuses are merely a microcosm of American society. But it is
disappointing that the institutions America has looked to for so
long as examples of progress a nd enlightenment have been
poisoned by such a base sentiment as racism.
THE RESURGENCE OF racism on America 's college campuses comes at ;) time when black student enrollment is
declining across U:.e nation. (Whether the two trends are related
is uncerta.n.) At the start of the decade, blacks constituted about
11 percent of all undergraduates enrolled in the nation's
universities. In the 1984-85 school year, black enrollment
dropped to 8.8 percent.
At the same time, the number of black high school graduates
going on to higher education dropped from a high of 50 percent in
1977 to 42 percent in 1985. Tl:e percentage of whites going on to
college, almost idenlical to the black rate in 1977, ballooned to 59
percent.
The problem is nearly as bad among graduate and
professional students. According to the American Council on
Education, black enrollment in graduate and professional
schools declined 11.9 percent between 1980 and 1984_ The percentage of black faculty and administrators at America 's
colleges decreased by 4_3 percent in that period.
What are the reasons behind the declining black enrollment?
Many point to cuts made by the Reagan administration in
student loan programs and the gutting of affirmptive action
policies_According to the national College Board, fe ieral aid to
postsecondary students bas dropped from $22.2 biJ:,on to $20.7
billion since 1980. The president's budget calls for another $2
billion cut in :988.
Since census data indicates that blacks are more than twice as
likely as wbites to live below the poverty line, the cuts hit
aspiring black college students particularly bard.

The Reagan administration also has been lax in its duty to see
that colleges and universities are following affirmative action
guidelines. Only four of the 18 states ordered in 1970 to step up
desegregatton have managed to increase the proportion 0(
minority enrollment in their universities.

so FAR, SIU-C seems to have been spared the national trends

of racism and declining blade enrollment. Combined undergraduate and graduate black student enrollment actually
increased, from 8.96 percent of the University population in the
sptiog of 1986 to 9.07 perc...lt in thesptiog of 1987. The number of
black males and females hired by the University also bas been
increasing_
But numbers do not tell the wbole story. Altlloogh no incidents
of raciai violence have been reported at SIU-{;, that does not
mean the campus is free of racism. On the contrary, some would
a rgue just the opposite. For instance, in his visit to campus in
February, distinguished black alumnus Dick Gregory called
SIU-C " a white-racist institution."
It is up to all students and employees at this University to
prove Gregory wrong and fmally lay to rest the specter of
Ignorance and intolerance that is racism.

Doonesbury

Letters
Letter took a cheap shot at 'racist race'
This in response to the letter
by Ernest Brown (H )_ I am
not one those foreign students
that your letter was aimed at.
However, after reading your
letter, I found myself wondering if you were actually
interested in the lack of involvement and socialization of
these students, or if the letter
was just one more cbeap shot
at the so-called "racist-race."
Yes, there is racism on
campus. Tbere is racism
everywbere . It exists,
OOwever, for two reasons, not
only one as you so boldly
implied. There is, 0( course,
the obvious reason - some
people are racis _Surprisingly
enough, Mr. Brown, racism
extends much farther than the

white community. No group is
exempt. The other reason is
tha t there are people like you
who fail to recognize that not
everyone is a racist. Within
each ethnic group, racis!s are
a minority. When a person
accuses an entire ethnic group
of being racist on aceount of
the actions of a few, they ru.ve
just created a prejudice of
their own. Is it fair to assume
tha t since you are prejudiced
against me (I am white;
therefore I am racist), that
everyone of your race, creed
or color is also prejudiced?
U you will only look around
campus, you will see that there
are many exclusively black
clubs or organizations. (This
is, . of course, true of many

ethnic groups). Just for the
fact that white people are
excluded from such clubs,
should I be insulted? Should I
say these dubs and their
members are racist? No, ~1stead I choose to look deeper
into Uie situation and realize
that the reason many people
belong to such clubs is because
:.Iley a re proud of their
he· age and are interested in
a& cic.!ing with others of
sin: Jar heritage.
As for the amount of racism
at SIU-C or wherever you go, I
would like to say, if you look
for it, you will find it. Think
before you accuse, Mr. Brown.
It is just as easy as childishly
stereotyping thousands of
peoplc.Sandra Nowers,
mathematics.

Brown's assumption is groundless, racist
This is in response to Ernest
Brown's assumption and quick
conclusion about racist and
segregated foreigners _We feel
that your assumption is
erroneous. You cannot judge
all foreign students by the
group that you encountered at
the Stu.1ent Center. Tbere are
American students who do the
same_Have you realized that?

Maybe you should take the
initiative of getting to know

them . You should learn
something about their
background , culture and
country by reading as much as
you can. Be well informed and
talk to them intelligently. And
for goodness sake, do not ask
them if they live in trees back
borne. We have had many'
American students ask us if
Malaysia is in China. That
shows how ignorant some
Ame..iC3ilS r €8.lly are.
We would like to say that we

do not isola te ourselves and
neither do we feel that we are
" smarter than the average
white" on campus. You, Mr.
Brown, are the one who is
racist. You mentioned only
whites on campus. What bas
happened to the blacks? Reexamine yourself, Mr. Brown,
and get your facts straight.SlltUpong Wisessang and
Jayanthl Sot.bIrajab, graduate
ItudeDU, teIecoDlDl1Ullc:adGas

Black studies can turn hatred to tolerance
I am concerned about the
future of the Black American
Studies program at Southern
Illinois University_
At a time when racial tension is increasing on college
campuses and society in
general, SIU-C seems to be
reducing its commitment to a
program which is designed to
educate students on the
problems of racism.
It should be obvious to all

that Black American Studies
courses should be an important part of the general
curriculum of every university
and college_
When I was informed that
the University had remov,~
several Black Americ,1Q
Studies courses from \."Ie
gene!'al education curriculum,
I was angered and dismayed. I
think this action on the part of
the University was racISt and

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

reprehensible.
In this world there is a lot of
hate. Maybe we could turn
some of tbat bate into
tolerance if not love througb
enlightenment which can be
gained by taking courses 0(fered by the Black American
~tudies
Program _-Kareo
Evatis Rainey, secretary of
tbe Black Togetherbess
Organization and junior in
speech cODlmunicatl....
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SPC needs money- we need SPC
By Brien Elmore

NOW THAT the Student
Programming Council has
opened up applications for
next year's chairperson
positions, new opportunities
open up for students interested
in working in the business
world. The Undergraduate
~ :udent Organization's belttigbtening of the SPC's budget
will require budget-<:anscious
programmers.
While tbe SPC' s main
charter is to provide diverse,
low-cost activIties for the sruC community, it is also a
laboratory of success. Tbe SPC
CODSists of c.bairpersons and
committees.
Committee
members
res ponsibilities
include a wide range of activities sueb as stage crew,
security ,
bospitality ,
photography, graphic arts,
advertising, promotion and
promotion prnduction and
packaging, video production
and editing, video documentaries of performances, Fine
Arts program production and
craft sales and so on goes the
list. Chairperson responsibilities
include
public
,~lations with the university
.,nd the communitybfLScaI and
committee responsi ilities and
management , program
planning, negotia tion of
contracts with agents, overaU
program packaging plus the
task of being a fuU-tirne
student. After all, it is the
Student
Programmi ng
Council.
AFTER E ACH EVENT is
over, detailed reports !!!"'!
made of many aspects of that
event .
The
financial
management,
production,
pr omotion,
attendance
demographics and impact of
the event are all evaluated and
recorded for posterity. Tbe
SPC's detailed reports are
util.iz.ed for the \llanDing of
future new programs and

revision

of

old ,

ineffective programs. The
example of this year's film
program comes to mind. While
this year's esoteric film
program will likely sbow a
year-end loss, the films that

Viewpoint
bombed this year will serve as
a lesson \0 future film chairpersons . Last year's Film
Chair, Rich Grost, made
mooey hand over fist while
providing sueb diverse entertainment as the controversial " Hail Mary." By
cutting budgets of programs
that experience lemons, the
USO encourages extinction,
not evolution.
IF THE USO is going to cut
budgets solely on the aspect of
whether a program chases the
almigbty dollar successfuUy,
then it should re-ilvaluate its
charter. If the majority of sruC students are indeed being
represented by the USO and if
the USO is becoming a
business venture that takes
Jobnny' s allowance away
when he misbehaves, then the
USO should look at other
organizations,
programs ,
activities, etc. they fund that
don't make money and cut
their budgets in proportion to
the SPC's. It is qui to: ;trangc to
see the SPC's budget cut when
IMt year they received an
increase. In the fall of 1986, a
USO administered poll asked:
" Should organizations like the
SPC's funding be cut to give
more money to other RSOs? "
Funding of SPC was favored
over funding cuts by a
majority of sru Jtudents interviewed.

YET ANOTHER angle on
the SP<' budget is t!:..: I Miller
beer has eliminated the entire
Miller Rock Series. This is the
series whieb brougbt us aU the
bands at all the Springfests
and all the Saturday night
bands that played at the last
Halloweens. Some students
may remember rumblings
that Miller was going to pull
out of HaUoween 1986 and then
the Daily Egyptian headline
ran that stated " Miller Supports a Rockin' Halll)";"een"
and SPC got their money and
the sru students got a shiny

Miller Ca!"naar for free in the
DE. The fact was that John
Earls of Southern Illinois
Wholesale called me and told
me that he wanted the
Saturday night entertainment
cut because he w&s " pressured
by merchants." Seeing as
Budslick and Company 's
American Tap is Illinois'
largest Miller account, it
seemed logical that Mr. Earls
was feeling pressure. So Mr.
Earls suggested to me that the
SPC start the bands at 4 p.m .
and end them at8 :00p.m. soas
not to compete with sparse
business on Illinois Avenue
Saturday night of Halloween.
Only because an alumnus of
the SPC was in a top-level
position at Gary Reynolds and
Associates, the firm that
handles Miller's advertising
account, was SPC able to
receive any money for this last
HaUoween. At any rate say
goodbye to $10,000 worth of
programming at Springfest
and HaUoween at the hands of
Miller Beer and those who seU
it.
NOW, PERHAPS some will
join me in not drinking Miller
roducts.
Perhaps
a
ew sru students will Join me
in calling Phil Lyons or the
Budget Director or their
Senator at the USO o(flce (5363381 ) and ask them how we can
stop them cutting our
pr~'~ams like Springfest and
Filrr.s, our alumnus progr ams
like Homecoming and our
Pareu!.s programs like
Parent's Day.
I'm certain that the SPC can
survive USO's budget cuts,
cuts whieb total the costs of the
last three Springfests or one
Fahulous Tbunderbirds-Scor·
ebers concert or oDe UB40
concert or nearly two Summer
Sunset Concert Series, or three
Stanley Clarke concerts .
Perhaps the SPC can survive
and perhaps sru-e students
want thetr fun . Perhaps
someone is grinding an axe for
SPC.
Brian Elmore is Q se nior in
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Letters
Students are victims of colonialism

''Why do foreign students
remain isolated? " asked a
letter publisbed on April 6.
There IS no simple answer to
that question. Almost three
years as a foreign student on
U.S. campuses bas enabled me
to develop several hypotheses.
First, a lesson in history. I
bazard tha t more than 90 of the
foreign studeots on this
campus come (rom those
nations that were, during
recent history. under the
dnrninance of some colonial
power.
The most damaging result of
colonialism was the displacement of native cultures.
Exchange of ideas is to be
welcomed in any sOCIety. But
in our case here, there was no
semblance wbatsoever of an
exchange. TIle colr.aiaJs bad
motives far remwed from
gentle inlercol1rw.. The native
cultures were penetra ted and
ravalled with terrible ~
and u:;tensity.
the wake of
this onslaught, there remained
but remnaots of ooce-diIntified
peor)oo, OO'oi divested <l their
Iar.guages, gods, Idnga and
heI'Oes. "Who are these fearful
people before whom our gods
and our fathers
Our
one

'./1

Under the new alien masters
IN! people searcb for their lost

bono.- and dignity. Abnegation
and self-hate folJow . One by
one, the weak aDd then the
dougbty among l')em, succumb to the splendor of the
conquering armies, singing
along with them " Rule ,
Brittarua, Rule."
Today, these nations (save a
few) are proudly independent.
But we forget history. TIle
colonial masters retreated but
left aU their baggage behind.
( By baggage I mean
Christianity, railroads and all
that... .) It ls a characteristic
feature of wy slave-master
relationship that the slaves
begin to look up to the ways of
the master, emulating his
refined maoners . " Why
refined? " you ask. Why did
Gandhi decide to wear a top
hat and take dance lesaoos
wben be first viaited England?
The colonial experiencl'
caused tbe spontaneous
geoeratloo of a lIew-cul1ure
among the nativr, elements,
given to drooling Ildoratioo of
the ways of the white colonIal
This breed of
believed that

~~~~~ron:the and
\n-

by the white man. They found
th<o.m tucked away in the
vicuoy's attic, I suppose.
Have I answered the
question, " Why do foreign
studeots remain isolated?"
Yes, I believe I have. At least
for those students from the old
cc!onies.
These students sure", from
an inferiority campi ex. It is
pathetic, but one exl'lal)lltion
for the sbuffliug diffidence is a
lack of confidence in themselves and their I,lOOPle. Their
tongues
recIte
from
Shakespeare, Newton and
Blake but their bearts aebe for

utterance. Tbey are " natives"
look'
terribly ridiculous in
their
and rocking to
Bruce Springsteen.

~ue-jeans

NO,Mr. EnMStBnNm,lhey
don't consider themselves
superior in intelligence. On the
contrary, they are ooly piqued
that you don't ..,,:ice how
Westernized they i .... "
become. Pat them on the head
when you meet :l:Jem the next
time.
You seem tohevea pencbant
for railing embarr88.ing
qllt!ltiOlll. Mr. Brown. -

VeraPete

J.a~,

p-anate,

SO"ROOFS

Guaranteed Leak Proof
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Windvw Tinting
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Call Steve Rishel

(618)867.2549

LOWEST PRICE IN TOWN!
(,1on't be f=ied by percenroge off coupons)

l(.Ol'\ES & MORE
607 S. ILLINOIS AVENUE
529-5679
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THESIS COPIES

Graduate School
Auto r-..d-Casb
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Briefs
IND STRIAL DESIGNERS
Society of America will meet
at 5 p.m. today in the Blue
Bal racks, Room 105.

PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT Lecture Series will
sponsor "Cross-eultural Issues
in Counseling" by William
Parham, an SIU-C Psychology
STUDENTS IN the illinois Graduate and a UCLA
News
Broadcasters Counseling Psychologist at 4
Associatioo will have a panel p.m . today in the U~iversity
discussion of sports broad- Museum Auditorium .
casting with Jim Hart of WGN,
Mike Reis , WCIL sports
director , and KTVI -T V
MID-AMERICA
Peace
sportcaster Bill Davis at 7 Project will have a concert in
tonight in Communications the Student Center Free
Room 1046.
Forum Area from noon to 5
p.m. today, and will sbow the
INTERVARSITV GRADU- film " Dark Circle" at 7;30
ATE Cbristian FeUowship will p.m. in the Student Center
meet at 7 tonight in the Student Missouri Room.
Center Tbebes Room.
SOCIETY OF Physics
VA lTV FASHION Fair and Students will meet at noon
Barbizon Modeling Agency today in Neckers 456.
will sponsor a modeling clinic
at 7;30 tonight in the Student
MICROBIOLOGY ST DECenter Ballroom C. Admission
T Organization will meet a t
is$!.
5; I.• p.m . today in Life Science
II, Room 450.
WESLEY FOUNDATION
will offer a " Women 's
UNDERGRADUATE PHISpirituality" semir.ar Friday LOSOPHY Club will sponsor
from 9;30 a .m . to 4;30 p.m. at " A Philosop her and a
the Wesley Foundatioo. Cost is Femininist?", a lecture by
$6. For information, call 457- EPzabeth
Eames ,
8165.
Psychhology
Department

chairwoman, at4 p.m . today in
the Student Center Ohio Room.
NON-TRADITIONAL Student Services Terra Firma
Socializer will meet at 4;30
p.m. today at the Island Pub.
COMPUTING AFF AIRS will
offer the following workshops
today; "An introduction to
SPSS-X,CMS .. at 11 a .m. in
Communications 9A. To
register, call 453-4361 , ext.260,
and "l\'etworking With
Compaq" at 2 p.m . in Morris
Library Auditorium.
SO THERN
I LLINOIS
Orienteering Club will hold a
beginner's clinic at 11 a .m . and
three orienteering courses at
noon Saturday at Giant City
State Park. Entry fee is $1 .
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NOW WHILE THEY LAST

SHOES-"-STUFF
Across From Old Train

9-8

Entertainment Guide
Alexander Cole's - WTAO
Live Remote Show, with Mitch
Thomas, Thursday. Airkra ft,
rock 'n' roll from Wisconsin,
Friday. WTAO Live Remote
Show, with Tommy Lee
Johnston, Saturday. Kid Rock
DJ Sbow, Sunday.
Gatsby'. - Almost Blue,
Thursday. Splash, Friday and
Saturday. Brady and HoUye,
unday and Monday.
Fred's Dance Barn - Bo.
Car Willie and the Texas
Trainmen, with special guest,
Jackson Junction, 6 and 10
p.m . Friday, $8 cover.

Frontier, Thursday. Gay and
Les bian P eople's Union Prom,
featuring Bette Davis, Sunday,
$2 cover.
P.K.'s Bria n Croft,
Thursday. Doug McDaniel's
Band, Friday. Rich F rers and
Bubba, Saturday.

.•. is just a block from the s1rfp

Pinch Penny Pub - Mercy
Trio, jazz, Sunday.

T.u ...... y

T-Birds - Amateur comedy
night, Thursday. Teen Nigbt,
Sunday, 5-10 p.m .

Alternative Mush:: Night
25¢ Drafts & Schnapps 5-11
Drafts & Schnapps 11-2

Tres Hombres - Boppi.n 'lI8s
Thursday.

5()¢

Hangar 9 - Govern ment
Cbeese, psychedelic rock from
Nashville, Thursday. Al most
Blue, Friday and Saturday, $1

W IDB & New Frontier presents

Octobers Child

' I caver

cover.
Jeremiah's - Mercy Trio,
jazz, Thursday. Boppln' ass,
Friday. J oe Gilliam, Saturday.
Mainstreet East - Alternative Music Night, presented
by WIDB and The New

per _ e cho

6· 7:3Op.", .
Mon./Wed.
6-7;30 p.m .
English (ESL)I
Mon./Wed.
7;30 :I p.m.
English (ESL)li
Tues./Thurs.
7;30·<) p.m .
Arab ic, Chine8e Ik German

~~eee
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'\If THE BLACK STUDENT

AT KERASOT£S TH EATRES

LiIIlATY

213 Eo Main

CAUCUS
PRESENTS

7:30

WILLIAM D. PARHAM, Ph_D _
CounselIng P8ychologl8t. UCLA

Burlll, (",
(rimftof
tMHurt (l"ClJ)

"CROSS-CULTURAL
ISSUES IN COUNSELING "

FOX Eostgott' '(51·5685
8IindO.a tflI"C 1 ..iJ

Hoosiers 1' (.1
C.'ocolA~ OundH lr'CUI S:OO 7:10

TODAY, 4:00PM
UNIVERSITY MUSEUM AUDITORIUM

VAMrTY

STARTS nUDAYI

Tin Men ,. ,
A"I~ Hurl IIf'
~Iiu Audotm,.

.,Ko'

l~~f~;~~~~
... 0

lillieJim goes fJ long UC'l)!

•••••
"HOW TO ESTABLISH
A PRIVATE PRACTICE"
FRIDAY, APRIL 10_9:00AM
UNIVERSITY MUSEUM AUDITORIUM
SponllOmi by SIUe Psychology Deportment

Career Day
for future
teachers set
Career Day is nothing to be
taken lighUy, says Donald
Beggs, dean of the College of
Education.
Career Day is open to
anyone who has a teaching
certificate, or who is about to
receive a certificate, Beggs
said.
Career Day is set for 8 a .m .
la 2 p.m. Ar.r,i l;' In the Student
Center bal.rooms . T he College
of Ed uca ti on has invi ted
midwestern schools here to
give gradua ting seniors a
chance to make contac t with
prospective employers, Beggs
said.
"Career Day gi ves s tudents
a cha nce to present them. selves, get a feel for the job
market a nd a better understanding of their competition," Be&.~ said.
Schools are serious about
wanting to hire," says John
All e n , Departm e nt o f
Recreation chairma n. Employers accepting the Career
Day invitation must ha ve job
opening." Allen said.
Allen "aid 36 of the s ch'lOls
invited already have accepted
and 50 are expected to accept.
Most of th",,~ schools are
from the Midwe::,~; however f
there are s chools coming from
as far away as California a nd
Geo.fia, Allen said.

Today's l

ACROSS

1 Symbol
5 Endures
10 Area
measure
,4 Pointless
1S Wine ....essel
16 Fence part
17 AmbigUities
20 Wahoo
21 Dill herb
22 Vex
23 In the sack
2~

Puzzle
Puzzle answers
are on Page 11 ,

Exi.mlne

Mldnlgll,t Express Pri)motlons Pr,I!S4l1ntsl.
L~YII Kia. of .... Hollos

.ox Car WIlli.
t.

Texa. T..,.h...enj
In Concert
with ~peclal Guest

25 CaDS
28 Fabrk:

32 Clear

a~

-

33 Cruises
34 Beelle
35 Throngs

DOWN

36 Drarnplpes
37 lived
38 Christmas or
New Year' s

39 Particle
40 - porridge
41 Proclaims
43 Immoral

8
9

44 Bath's fiver
45 Discovery

10

46 Hockey

players ' gear
49
50
53
56
57

58
59
60

61

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Make beller

11
12

Lateral
Emgy
Moody
Beak
locales
Cornered
Relat ive
Besides
l el1enng
devices
GlOWing
Pasteboard
Canad ian
rebel louIs

Art jc~

III
Grounds
Metnc
capaCity Unit
or planes
UK county
Abras.ve
Tinctures

13 Instead
18 Identifying
sticker
19 Comes close
23 Is sick
24 Drew back
25 Humbled
26 Overhead

27 S&lhng ShiP
28 AucUons
29 Goal
30 European
language
31 Immature
33 Police car
accessory
36 Song thrush
37 Metal joInt
39 Pack ra t
40 Asian animal
42 Most recen t
43 Ornaments
45 less
46 Be ur,happy
of7 Body jt-'n!
48 Red Sea ~l)r1
49 ASSign by
measure
50 Pronou n
51 Present
52 Cupid
54 That chap
55 Young 'un

Southern Illinoi&'
Hottest

dies' Ni.g h
Sign up tonight for

Ms. Coo-Coo's 1987!

Music professor
to give recital
Marianne We!).... professor of
music, will perfo::m an orga n
recital al, 8 p.m . Friday in
Shryock Auditorium .
Webb will pla y Olivier
Messiaen's " La Nativile du
Seigneur," a set of nine
meditations based on Biblical
tales surrounding the nativi~
orChrisl.
Webb will be accompanied
with Scripture readings by the
ltev. Lewis A. Payne of St.
Andrew's Episcopal Church.
Admission is free.
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As you can read , not only
was the Fred's nome mentioned

r - ...."""

""'~a'
~.-/... ,X+- no-

MICHAEL J. FOX

~ # ·at~;)6-." JJ

o".,.,)~~6'm~

Happy Anniversary
~fH1' .

. ~my

but the ad wos des igned to titillate and arouse the general
public interest.
Well John and Amy, since
the Fred's nome was use.! Fred
hos th" right to know whot
really happened.
What do you mean by "drop
in"? Did you meet at Fred's ,
go home and then become
interrupted while you were
involved in d iscourse, Ie:

~~U:~ e;='~~~dr ;~~:!:

just fell on your toble? Fred'. has a reputation to maintain and
we need ta know if some lo;m of sleazy, social intenvptus took
ploce on our don, e floor or in our lofts .
John and Amy, iI'Ilight of the recent scandals such as Fawn
Hall , Jimmy Bakker and Vana White you both need to come
forword and expose yourselv•• , letting us know who you are
so
mav clarify the situation .
Anather thing, why arid what has been a whole year? ts it
that you haven't done whatever you alluded ta for a whole
or Is It that you haven't ~ to Fred's for a whole year?
you haven't been to Fred's in Q year, we think you should
come back; we milS you . If In,tlOOd Ifs been a whole yoor
since you did wha1ever tawdry thing you do . why so tong?
Was It that good or that bad . or do you need a y""r to recu "'"'ate and regenerate?
We hope ..-tlng at Fred', dldn 't keep you apart for a year.
PI.".. don 't be emborraued , meetln9 at Fred', I, very re;!>flCfable; no one will laugh .
i

w.

There's no such thing as
an overnight success.
Brantley Foster took
Iwoweek.s.

·THE SECRET OF In·

SUCCESS
_,-lACK__
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lIe_mller-May I, the time ta .....r \he ., ""rtled at

Visiting artist encourages
t;seeing and tou~hing' art
By Laura Milbrath
StaffWnter
Stephen De Staebler says he
should have known when he
was 6 years old he was
d""tined to become a sculptor.
As he sat at the dinner table
each evening waiting Cor hls
parents to Cinish eating so
dessert could be served, hls
little hands would begin to
reach Cor objects to touCh. His
exasnerated Cather, he savs,
usually would end up
shouting at some point during
the meal, " Stop Condling the
butter! "

migbttakeover," he said.
Another creative technique
he likes to use is to turn off aU
the lights in the room. He
explained, " As you see less
and less, you're freer. Instead
of your eyes making the
decision, your hands make the
decision, and they oCten know
more thao we give them credit
Cor."
DE
STAE B LE R
DESIGNED the sanctuary r.f a
Berkley church in which such
elements as the chairs t,nd
altar were locked or fused into
the C1oor. De Staebler said he
had wanted to create th"
image of aU of the elementi
" merging out of the earth."
In 1970, he was com missioned to create a sculpture for a rapid transit station
in San Francisco. He made
water now over a cement
hackdrop to create a unique
vision and said he found water
" to be an incredible medium."
Once, when a large sculpture
of De Staebler's was being
displayed in a museum, De
Staebler asked the museum
guards to aUow children to
walk on it. " Touching through
your feet is probably one of the
most
underrated
ex periences, " he said.

DE STAEBLER HAS moved
away from Condling butter to
creating beautiful and unique
sculptured art made {rom cl~y
and bronze. He has I)een
commissioned to sculpt Cor
museums. universities and
churches, and his work has
been exhibited in Japan,
California and New York.
Speaking Friday at the
StuMnt ('-",.ter as part oC the
SlU ·C VisHing Artist
Program , De St.~ebler recalled
lbat all_bough he always b.od
been interested in art, he did
not take up s.,ulpting until he
attended tile Univen:ity oC
CaliCornia at Berkley as a
graduate student a nd decided
to take a course in it.
HIS DESIRE FOR his works
De Staebler said he Ceels too
many people view sculpture as to be Celt and explored is not
a piece oC art only to be looked always accepted easily by
some people because so many
atand not to be touched.
view art as fragile .
De Staebler explained lbat
" I THINK SCULPTURE
reaUy is about the Ceel oC alone museum, people were so
things," he said. " You go look fearful of getting close to a
at sculpture and they won't let sculptured chair he had
you Ceel it. We're not in a designed lbat signs were put
society lbat is particularly up to encourage them to sit in
it and enjoy their feelings .
sensitive to touch."
Color is one oC the most
To rind the inspiration for his
sculptures, De Staebler often neglected elements in
works for hours until he is sculpture, De Staebler said. He
almost exha::sted. "That's the has discovered lbat painting
very time when inspiration hls sculptures often adds to the
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APP EClATl NG A WORK of
art is a difCerent experience
Cor each person, De Staebler
said.
" When you look at a work, it
doesn't matter wb.~t the artist
was thinking. It's what you get
outof it, " hesaid.
He compared enjoying art to
looking at images in the
clouds. Every minute there
are new ideas and feelings, he
said.
De Staebler oCten goes into
his studio without a definite
idea in mind because it helps
him tv explore and experiment
with many different thoughts.

can
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feelings they project but said
he never stops to plan where
tile paint wiU be placed on the
object It is a "[antastic
freedom to not ha ve to think
about what I'm going to
paint," he said. " I just let the
lDlpluse take over. "
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working best when you don't
know what your re doing," he
said:
OFTEN, HE WORKS on
several sculptured objects
simultaneously because there
is enormous pressure involved
in concentrating on just one
work.
"A lot of times you will go for
months without working on one
piece," he said.
Once, he used a certain
sculpture as the object on
which to take out all his bad
impluses and ideas.' "Poor
scapegoat thing," he said,
chuckling.
De Staebler says he often
feels students in art classes
have their creative impulses destroyed because of deadline
pressures.
" Art was never meant to he
crammed into one semester,"
he said.

Birds 'strutting' 'on runway
put airplane pilots on alert

ALL RESERVE SEA TI NG I
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J ACKSON, Wyo. (UPI) - In it," Olson said. " I think what
the spring, the male sage they are looking Cor is a Clat,
grouse's Cancy turns to hens. opeo area lbat doesn't have
In Grand Teton National P ark, any sagebrush or anything
that means pilots u~ing around it so while t,l)e males
Jackson Hole Airport haVE! to are displaying, the h,·.ns can
he on the alert Cor lJirds watch them."
strutting their stufC on the
runway.
AirlX'"!. Manager Carol
Park Naturalist Linda Olson l.e'AIis said tl]e birds began the
said the airport was built on a mating ritual this wee" and it
centuries-old mating ground.
usually continues Cor about
" When the !11Dway was built, five weeks. Dilling lbat time,
they just still constdered that runways are checked before
to be part of their display takeofCs and landings to be
ground and continued to use sure no birds ~re in the way.
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Visiting artist encourages
'seeing and touching' art
8y Laura Milbrath
StaHWriter

Stephen De Staebler says be
sbould ha_e known when he
was 6 year.; old he wa.
destined to become a sculptor.
As he sat at the dinner table
each evening waiting for his
parents to finish eating so
dessert could be served, bis
tittle hands would begin to
reach for objects to touCh. His
exasoerated father, be saYS,
usually would £ond up
shouting at some point during
the meal, "Slop fondlir.g the
butter!"

might take over," he said.
Another creative technique
he likes to use is to turn off a II
the lights in the room. He
explained, "As you see less
and less, you're [reer. Cnstead
of your eyes making the
decision, your hands make the
decision, and they often know
more than we give them ,.-edit
lor."
DE
STAE B LE~
DESIGNED the sanctuary of a
Berkley church in which such
elements as the chairs and
altar were locked or fused into
the floor. De Staebler said be
had wanted to create the
;=ge of all of the elements
"merging out of the earth."
[n 1970, he was commissioned to create a sculpbore for a rapid transit station
in San Francisco. He made
water flow over a cement
hackdrop to crea te a unique
vision and said he found water
"to be an incredible medium."
Once, when a large sculpture
01 De Staebler's was being
displayed in a museum, De
Staebler asked the museum
guards to allow children to
walk on it. " Touch..ng th,ough
your feet is probably one of the
most
underrated
ex periences," he said.

DE STAEBLER HAS mo,''!d
away from fondling butter to
creating beautiful and unique
sculptured art made from clay
and bronze. He has been
col1llIli$sioned to sculpt for
museums, universities and
churches, and his work has
been exhibited ;n Japan,
California and New York.
Speaking F" ida)" at the
Student Center as part of lh~
S[U·C Visiting Arlist
Program, De Staebler recalled
that although h" always had
been interested in art, he did
not take up sculpting until he
attended the Univer.;ity of
CatiCornia at Berkley as a
graduate student and decided
to take a course in it.
HIS DESIRE FOR hi,. works
De Staebler said he feels too
many people view sculpture as to be felt and explored is not
a piece of art only to be looked always acce ted easily by
some people because so many
atand not to be touched .
view art liS fragile.
.. , THl K SCULPTURE
De Stal1bler explained that
really is about the feel of at one mu.eum, people were so
things," he said. "You go look fearful of getting close to a
at sculpture and they won't let sculptured chair he bad
you feel it. We're not in a designed that signs were put
society that is p.<rticuJarly up to encourage them to sit in
it and enjoy their feelings.
sensitive to touch."
Color is one of the most
To find the inspiration for his
sculptures, De Staebler often neglected elements in
sculpture,
De Staebler said. He
works for hours until he is
almost exhausted. " That's the has discovered that painting
very time when inspiration his sculptures often adds to the

Birds 'strutting' 'on runway
put airplane pilots on alert
JACKSON, Wyo. ( UP!) - In
the spring, the male sage
grouse's fancy turns to hens.
In Gra:ld Teton National Park,
tbat rue".ns pilots using
Jackson Hole Airport have to
be en the alert for birds
strutting their stuff on the
runway.
Pari< Naturalist Linda Olson
said the airport was built on a
centuries-old mating ground.
"Wben the runway was built,
they just still cons.dered that
to be part of th!!ir display
ground and contil1ued to use

it " Olson said " [ think what
they are l . g for is a flat,
open area that doesn't bave

~~i~~~:bil': ;en~

are displaying, th? hens can
watchtbem."
Airport ManaJ(PJ Carol
Lewis said the !>irds began the
mating ritual this week and it
usually continues for about
five weeks. During that lima,
runways are checked before
takeoffs and landings to be
sure no birds are in the way.
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feelings they project but said
he never stops to "l:!o where
the paint will be olacea on the
object. It is a " faot.istic
freedom to not bave to think
about what ['m going to
paint," he said. " [ just let the
IIIlpluse take over."
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APPEClATING A WORK of
art is a different experience
for each person, De Staebler
said.
" Wben you look at a work, it
doesn't matter what the artist
was thinking. It's what you get
out of it," he said.
He compared enjoying art to
looking at images in the
clouds. Every minute there
are new ideas and feelings, he
said.
De Staebler often goes into
his studio without a definite
idea in mind because it helps
him to explore and experiment
with many different thoughts.
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you ' re

working best when you don' t
know wha t your re doing," he
said:
OFTEN. HE WORKS on
several sculptured objects
simultaneously because there
is enormous pressure involved
in concentrating on just one
work .
"A lot of times you will go for
months without working on one
piece," he said.
Once, be used a certain
sculpture as the object on
which to take out all his bad
impluses and ideas. ' "Poor
scapegoat thing," he said,
chuckling.
De Staebler says he often
feels students in art classes
have their <:re<,tjve impu"'""
destr~yed because of deadline
pressures.
" Art was never meant to be
crammed into ooe semester,"
he said.
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usc, from Page 1 - - - - Council discusses funding
parking fines to build a things rolling. He is a flD8DCe
parIring facility on campus. majoc and a member of Delta
The building of a garage on Chi, and Pbi Sigma Epsilon
campus woulil cost over $ 1.5 fraternities.
ntillion and the money would
Kelly said that access to
likely come from an increase higher educatioo is eroding
in lines, Attard said. He and be wants to restore access
proposed a transportaton to the University. A native of
system that would bring Carboll..<Iale, Kelly is a 000students from distant campus trac..tional student with 8
parking sites to a central degree in mathematics. He
location on campus.
was the president oi Synergy
Attard is the USO vice Student Auxiliary and
president and said if elected he President of the student senate
.
has the experience to get m bigb school

road resurfacing project
By ClItherin a Edman
An upgrading project on two

county roads south of Carbondale may receive city
engineering services for
resurfacing that could begin as
early as May.
The City Council Monday
night discussed providing
engineering services to the
project, but is 1I0t scheduled to
vote on the matter until its
next meeting April 20.

MUMPS, from Page 1 - Swelling of the sex glands also
can occur. Sterility in men has
been known to occur after a
case of :be mumps, aCCOl'<iing
to the " !l/ew, Illustrate(!
Family Medical and Health
Guide."
The most .:An-dOe and
da'dgerous effects of mumps
are sterility, bearing loss or
deafness, and infIammati"n of
the brain, or encepbalitis. It
also ~an cause inflammation of
the pancreas, heart problems,
nerve inflammation and, in

improvements may affect city
owned facilities , William
Munson, Jackson County
Superintendent of Highways,
has asked the city to provide
engineering services at a .cost
not to exceed $45,000.
Bill Dixon, city manager,
said the jurisdiction may
revert to the city after completion of the project, but the
council is only considering
providinll assistance with the
resurfaCIng.
Councilman Pa trick Kelley
said he was not convinced
there W:m! any advantages to
city participation in the
project.
The City Council also approved the city's participation

StaflWrHer

rare cases, diabetes.
BecaUSt! no cure is known for
mumps, its symptoms are
treated to relieve discomfort
and usually disappear witbio
10 days.
Frisch recommends that
people be immunized against
the virus, even tbough it iso't
required by law. He said
students can be immunized at
the Health Service.
"We are very anxious that
students be immunized against
mump:; rubella and measles "
hesaJd.'
'

Reservoir and McLafferty
roads, are scheduled to be
resurfaced using more than
$878,000 in federal and state
funds . Because the roads are
witbin corporate limits and

in the Keep America Beautiful
Program. The city has approval to apply for a $15,000
Dllnois Clean and Beautiful
Program grant from the
lllioois Department of Commerce and Community M fairs .
The grant requires a $15,000
cash match.
The council denied a zoning
change that would have permitted Michael Wadiak to
build four-unit apartments at
the comer of Poplar and Elm
streets. Residents in the areas
presented a petition to the
council at its last meeting
opposing tile zoning change
from low density to high
density residential.

PANEL, from Page 1 - - Robert Micbel of llIinois ad«led, "It certainly looks as if a
chain saw was u;ed to make
these cuts (in delense spen-

~e ~te committee's plan
- a modified version of a
proposal rejected Iasi week no
a 12-12 tie - won appnn'aI on a
13-11 pa"ty line vote fr()ffi the

Democrati~ntrolled paoeI.
The measure is expected to be
sent to the full Senate later this

montb.

Senate Budget Committee

Chairman Lawton Chiles, DFla., said bis committee's plan

is intended to balance the
budget by 1991.

sWolt

Lunch Special (11·2)
Sweet & Sour Chicken $2.75
Includes: Soup, egJOIl, !ned me. & fortune cookie.
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Denim Minis
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Advocates offer hints on ' keeping together'
By Paula Kurtzwell
StaI1V1nter

Hetween You and Me,"
which focuses on improving
interpersonal relationships, is
one of two presentations added
to the speaker's bureau this
semester.
"We're keeping up with what
the students are interested in,"
says Patricia Fabiano,
coordinator of Health Ad·
vocates.
The other new program,
" How Safe Is Sex?" deals with
SL"W8IIy transmitted diseases.
Fabiano said the addition of
the two presentations
corresponds to the increased

Kim Cazzaniga and DaVId

Peterson are a duo, not only in
their own lives, hut for the
Health Advocates' speaker's
bureau.
As girlfriend and boyfriend,
Cazzaniga and Peterson lead
discussions on healthy
rclationships for students who
live in the residence halls.
''They know what it takes to
keel! together," said Pete
Nabiclec, a freshman who has
attended one of their
presentations.

use of the speaker's program.
She said 56 presentations were
made during fall 1985 while 111
were made during fall 1986.
The other topics covered by
the speaker's hureau ~re
stress, birth coolrnl, sexual
myths, date rape, nutritioo,
alcohol awareness, a~d
drinking and driving.
Health Advocates, sponsored by the WclJness Center,
began two years ago as a way
to give students a chance to
educate other students on
health matters.

Researchers trace AIDS
to virus in African monkeys
NEW YORK (UPO - A
virus found in African
monkeys may have passed into
humans and slowl~ evolved
into the virus that causes the
deadly disease AIDS, a Har·
vard research team satd
Wedn......day.
Researcbers at the Harvard
Scbool of Public Health cloned
a recenUy identified AIDS-like
virus found in apparenUy
healthy Africans and
discovered it is virtually
identical to an AlDS·like virus
found in two separate African
monkey species.
The virus - found in boUt
humans and monkeys - is
very similar to yet another
recenUy identified virus called
LAV-2, which is helieved
responsihle for a sUl8ll percentage of acquired immune
deficiency syndrome cases in
humans.
"Our study would suggest
monkeys share a virus with

James Mullins , assistant
professor of virology at
Harvard, said in a te1ephOlh?
interview.
M.tIlins said it is possihle for
new ;'iruses to enter the
human body and to mutate,
changing their function and
possibly creating previously·
uclrnown diseases.
The vast majority of AIDS
cases are caused. by the HIV
virusfrrstidentified hyFrench
and American researchers in
1983 and 1984. However, last
year researchers at the
Pasteur Institute in Paris
announced they found that a
similar virus, LA V·2, caused
AIDS in some cases.
It was quickly determined
that LA V-2 is similar to a virus
called STLV-3 found in African
Green and Macaque monkeys.
Mullins cloned four copies of
a single HTLV-4 virus from a
human and comparPd it to
STLV-3 viruses from African

liIII
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In addition to the speaker's
bureau. the program consists
three wclJness outreach
centers, which are staffed hy
advocates who advise students
on health concerns or make
referrals. T le centers are in
Lentz, Truehlood and Grinnell
halls.
Health advoca tes receive
training during the spring
semester hy enrolling in
.Health Education 46 1.
Students then may receive up
to 12 credits for volunteering
as an advocate through the
Credit for Structured Vol unof

~

to another

She also said that charac
teristics of students ""iunleering to hecome health
advocates are ""panding .
" We're

tr.iiining

$1,1 OO-up 'or summer
A.M.l. Has Summer Jobs
In Following illinois Counties
Alexander
Bond
Calhoun
Clay

Franklin
Gallatin
Greene
Hamilton
Hardin
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson

Clinton

Edwards
Effingham
Fayette

Montgomery
Peny
Pope
Pulaski
Randolph
Richland
Saline
SI. Clair

Jersey
Johnson
Lawrence
Macoupin

Madison
Marion

Massac
Monroe

Union
Wabash
Washington
Wayne
White
Williamson

INIERVIEWINGONEDAYONLY
APPLY IN PERSON AT ;;-';--7,:S~~~~7'~""-'''-'-'''-'''~ .
STUDENT CENTER-S.I.U.
INTERVlEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED AT 10 ;00, 11 ;00,
12 : 00 , 1: 00 , 2 : 00 , 3 : 00 , 4 : 00
~INTERVIEWS

~.

WILL LAST 30 to 40 MlNUTES

(Interviews are informal)

MEN

' S TROPICAL PRINT JAMZ & KNEEBUSTERS -

()~

CLOTHING SALE

()~

~

2 DAYS ONL Y!

~

Short Sleeve Tees
(Latest 3 & 4 Color Pronts)

!').ill'

SAVE 50 % - 70 '10

B:m'

$3 99

~R'f'.\NE"Ft

If Perfect to $15.00

f=bIrnen:>s,
JUNIORS'

$9

99

CONCEPTS Ot=~~a:~~~r!nd
CLIVJ'IHING
V.I.
SHIRTS
A MANUFA;~E~;R'S DIRECT
. _s:;·59~

OCEAN PACIFIC

SAVE 50%-60%

Cotton Sweaters - 51499
Skirts - 51299
Shorts - 5 1299

DENIM SKIRTS
MINI &. PRAIRIE

I MEN' S OCEAN PACIFIC
AND UNION BAY

If Perfect, to $38.00

t---:j)..Jl-'f~-I'-'--'""
MEN'S PRINTED
NOVELTY lOPS • SCRUBS

Sportshirts
and Shorts

$9 99 $12 99

FRO~

pum1<
NEW
BALANCE

NEW BALANCE

Od ....
a d I as ~

A YS O'N L Y!

MEN'S & LADIES LEATHER BASKETBALL~
TENNIS - RUNNING - TRAINING SHOES

ALL SHOES $19.99-$24.99
EAST GATE
SHOPPING CENTER

FRIDAY, APRIL 101H
10:00 A.M.

-

WALL
WALNUT ST'S.
CARIIONbl\LE. ILLINOIS

7:00 F.M.

SAlURDAY, APRIL 11TH
1MIO
.. • 1:00 P.M.

Pee 101D::Iy Epe ApriJ 10,_

in·

and discover.,d they

MEN'S

2

more

ternational students, more
men and more gra dua te
students."

SUMMERJOBS

~h:um~a~ns~tha~t~is~cl~~~cl~y~rela~~ted~~G:reen~~m~onk~e~ys~an~d~M~a:ca~q:~:.~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-305NOrth Mclrklet-IMariOn,
cause

teer Services.
Advocates only provide
information to students living
in the residence halls. but
Fabiano said plans are un·
derway to provide talks for
residents of Evergreen
Terrace.

.

Shultz 'damned upset'
over Soviet snooping
WASHINGTON (UPI) Secretary of State Gioorge
Shultz, saying "we' re
damned upset" about Soviet
snooping at the U.S. Embassy in Moscow, said
Wednesday the sex-forsecrets scandal will "cast a
heavy shadow" over his
meetings in Moscow next
week.
Shultz told a news conference that as secretary of
state he takes responsibility
for security lapses that
allowed Soviet KGB agents
access to the most sensitive
areas of the embassy by
enticing Marine guards with
sexual affairs.
" The person in charge is
the ambassador. The
ambassador reports to me.
So I am responsihle," Shultz
told reporters at the State
Department.
Sbultz said all steps are
heing taken to investigate
just how serious the
security lapses at the
en> bassy were a nd to
correct the problems.
He said tha t even though

the U.C;. government is fuUy
aware of the fact that Soviet
intelligence is constant!y
probing for access to offidal
secrets, "the reality of ,1 is a
shock."

He dismissed 8 liega tions
by the Soviets that the
scandal is being trumped up
by the United Stales to
sabotage the chances for
success of hi:; talks in
Moscow next week.
"We didn' t break into
their emb::ssy. They broke
into our embassy. Tilt,
invaded our sovereign
territory and we' re damned
upset about it. We're ups~'
at them and we're ais"
upset at ourselves and we
intend to do everything we

ca n

to

Soviets say spy scandal is fake
MOSCOW (UP!) - The
Soviet Union said Wednesday
Presidenl Reagan had
faDricated the embassy
security crisis tAl undermine
next week's visit to Moscow by
Secretary of SLlte George
Shultz.
With only fj';e days lEft
before Shultz arrives for
crucial talks on prospects for
an intermediate-range missile
agreement, th" visit appeared
(irmly enmes:ned in the U.S.
Embassy sex-and-spying
scandal.
" It can hardly he considered
an accident fr03t such a crucial
moment, wh<.fI preparations
are nearing completion for the

Puzzle answers

•
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Marine suspect arrested,
linked to 1981 spy incident
WASHINGTON ( UP!) The sex-for-secrets scandal
spread Wednesday to the U S.
consulate in Leningrad and
back to 1981 with the arrest of
a Marine suspected of
espionage while assigned as a
guard there six years ago, the
Pentagon said.
Sgt. John Josepb Weirick, 26,
of Eureka, Calif., was arrested
Tuesday at the Marine Corps
Air Station at TUstin, Calif.,
and was con[lDed to the brig at
Camp Pendleton, Calif., on

~t~~~~~~~~

while at the consulate, Pen-

tagon spokesman Robert Sims
said.
The sergeant, who is
married, has not been charged
with a crime. He will he
transferred to the Marine base
at Quantico, Va ., where three
other Marine suspects are
heing held, Sims said. Two of
them have been charged with
espionage.
Sims also said Staff Sgt.
Robert Stufilebeam, 24, of
Bloomington, was formaUy
charged Tuesday on three
counts of [ailing to report his
conta~t w~th a Soviet woman in
Moscow .

,

;

U.S . Ambassador Jack
Matlock presented a formal
protest to tbe Soviet
authorities Tuesday over
Soviet espionage in both the
p)'esent U.S. Embassy and the
new building under construction. An embassy
spokesman said there had
been no repl)' Wednesday.
In Washington, President
Reagan ordered Sbultz to raise
the charges in Moscow that
Soviet agents, with the aid of

two u.s. Marines, had entered
sensitive areas of the
American Embassy in
Moscow.
fteagan ais~ decreed that the
new U.S. Emhassy, under
construction since 1979 and
still years from completion,
remain unoccupied until it is
deemed secure. Under a
reciprocal agreement, the
completed Soviet Embassy in
Washington ~nnot be used
before the American one.

"Everything put forward by
the American side has no
grounds," Petrovsky said . "It
is aU a fabrication. It is nut
serious. "

ipatoneC.

corree tour

Top Chicago designers agree:
Zipatone dry transfer products are their favorit<200 typestyles, 142 coiors & a fuJI range of
patterns, screens & symbols are available on a
non-glare surface.
And Zipatone is the only one that offers a
guaranteed,heat-resistant adhesive coating.
You too, can enjoy using the most popular
selling brand of dry transfer products in the
midwest.

problems, " he said.
Shultz said the suggestion
that he cancel his trip to
Moscow next week because
of the security situation has
" come up from a number of
quarters" but President
Reagan decided he should
go forward

visit ... was chosen Cor
yesterday's (Tuesday 's)
series
of
anti-Soviet
pronouncements," Deputy
Foreign Minister Vladimir
Petrovsky said.
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Suggested retail price $4.25

.

6OO·S. Illinois
549-5222

m LES

Haircuts $7.50

CD
Student discount 10% (i)

Price reduction $3.75

(j)

Adam's Ri b

every day low price

.....

$3.11

~.

701 E. MAIN ,CARBONDALE.IL 62901

Vail Apartments .•.
The Change You've Needed.
Completely Remodeled It Bedrooms
ALL -Windows -Appliances
Comer of

NEW - Carpet

-Furniture

WaIJ & College.

NeriFalI
Come to Vail
457-331t.1

111 N. Washington
Next to Tres

529-3808
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Senator wants bicyclists
to walk, not ride, if drunk
SPRINGFIELD (UPI) There's a new twist to drunken
driving - drunken bicycle
ridin!i.
Sen. i"orest Et.beredI(e R-

Aurora,

has

introduced

legislaton ( S,<;431 that would

~~~~~ta':~j,';,j

or drugs to get off their cycles

and walk. He said that at least
in suburban DuPage County.
. drunken riding is becoming an
increasing problem and that
bis bill is meant in all
seriousness.
" Il sounds kind of funny. but
like a lot of these U..ngs. it was
brought to me by a con·
stituent." Etheredge said
Tuesday.
Tbat c onstituent
is
Warrenville Police Cbief
Robert LaDeur. who said that
as the state's drunken driving
laws bave become increasingly strict, more people
are riding their bikes after

drinkingtheir
·.·
instead of driving

cars.

HWe've been seeing drivers
who have lost their liCt'DSes for
DUl turning to bicycles."
LaDeur said. " The problem is
they're still getting intoxicated
and the courts have said
there's really not mucb we can
do about il"
The state·s traffic laws
generally apply to bike riders.
but LaDeur said one exception
is drunken driving. However.
be added, pedestrians - or
drunken bicyclists who are
walking their bikes - can be
fined a maximum of $SOO for
being intoxicated along a
roadway.

"The problem we have is
that until someone falls off his
bike. be's not a pedestrian,"
LaDeur said.
He said that if bicyclists are
riding in a dangerous manner.
they can be cited for improper

lane usage or some other
traffic offense, but be contends
that traffic citations would not
deter drunken riders.
"u they're weaving between
lanes or sometlJing. I can !!Qt
them for impropl'f' lane USf.ge.
but where's the penalty wben
they cause an accident and
somebody gets killed? " the
cbiefsaid.
Although Etheredge's bill
does not call for a penalty for
drunken bicycling. LaDeur
suggested it be a petty offense
with a maximum $SOO fme.
A spokesman for Secretary
of State Jim Edgar. a leading
proponent of drunken driving
legislation, said his boss has no
position on Etheredge's bill.
Gary Mack said Edgar
probably will seek the advice
of his Bicycle Safety Advisory
( 'llIDittee before coming out
ei~ for or against the
legis1a tion.

Illinois lead. shot ban needed, official says
SPRINGFIELD (UP!) - U
illinois doesn·t resolve its 10year-oJd lead sbot dispute
soon, the state will face federal
restrictions on its best
waterfowl bunting grounds. a
Conservation Department
official says.
T. Mill.... a department
biologist, said Tuesday two
prime counties for waterfowl
bunting - Lake and Clinton and parts of Jefferson, Carroll.
Henderson, Calhoun, Putnam,
Mason and Cass counties.
could be closed to bunters this
fall. To prevent the restriction.
be said the state DOW bas DO
cboice but to probibit

gradually the use of lead sbot
and promote steel sbot.
Primarily because of bunter
opposition, Illinois is the only
state along the "Mississippi
Flyway" - a buge waterfowl
nugratory path along the
Mississippi River - that bas
yet to han lead sbot, Miller
said.
Many bunters long have
•'lbjected to using steel shot
because it is less Ot:!lSe tban
lead sbol and require; hunters
to lure birds cit'SB. t" bunting
blinds. They also conLmd there
is DO documented evi,ience 'If
significant lead poisoning in
waterfowl

Hut Conservation Depart.
ment officials maintain that
lead shot fired over waterfowl
areas and later swallowed by
ducks and other wildlife
causes lead~
·
.
and
reduces ability to fi t off
disease. Miller said lea sbot is
believed to lrill 2 pd"Cent to 3
percent of the nation's
waterfowl populatioD an·
nually .
With the declining waterfowl
poj>Ulation in Illinois and other
Mississippi Flyway states and
tougher federal environmental
regulations. be said Illinois
now must move this year to
begin banning lead shot.

Please Give Blood

Christina Copeland, SIU Student
"When I needed blood, it was there
for me."

"The Ultimate Party Band"
_1'Iiii:ilI&D

ifitl1.1!Tm.
-.

51.10 /7to1i 51.05

Happy Hour
3·8
2 for 1

Happy Hour
~

SOt Drafts
7S¢ Speedrails

2 Drafts 75C

2 Speedroils 9()¢

Hangar
Hotline
549-1233

*********************************

HONDA SPREE SCOOTER
to be given away Tues .
Courtesy Southern lIinois Honda

~********************************.

: SALUKl SHAKER & CHEERLFADER JRYOur- :

..•••
.••
.

••
•....

....~

••......

..:Pom-Pon tryouts
:

..;.

are: Cheerleader tryro.tB ard

April 11. &m·SIU Arena

April 18th. Sam·SIU !,",na :

:
:

in order to tryout on these
dates you MUST attend at

•

least 2 clinics prior to tryouts

:
:
•

:

Clinic Dates

:

: Pom·Pon: TODAY&TOMORROWa-.e..teadng: Api 13. 14. 16&17.
• sru Arena. 6pm-8:3Opm
SIU Arena, 6pm-8:3Opm
:
-:

t<

for more information. contact
Dave Palmisano, Spirit Chair, 536-3393

!rr******** ••••••• ********** *******...,-,.

URGENT!

"Without the blood, I would not
be here toda ."
8100 Drive Hours:

LAST 2 DAYS TO GIVE!
T0fr'Y
!~lPAY
10:
am&-:
I pm

Competitions are going all
week for on-campus residents.
Give blood, and show that your
housing unit is the most generous
on campus!
Donate & sign up f competition
between Regi.~terect udent Organizations!

:
•
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Advertise it in the Daily Egyptian

3 lines for 2 days ...... Just $4
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1324.
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Co_plekl,. Re.odeled • Bedroo._
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Furnitllre - Appliances
- Ca..oopet
-Windows
0

SbadyGrove
Estates
Nice . Clean.
Shody,

Townhouses have

aDdPg Distance
lOSlU-C .
1000 I!, Park SL

Dlscove:r~alI-ComerofWaJl

We've got quality bouaing for slngJea,
doubles. and small group•. We've got
washers, dryet'8, microwaves. WE'VE
GOT GREAT NEW TOWNHOUSES
FOR YOU.
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CATCH THE EXCITEMENT

maintenance 80: safe. clean

I . .... 110 L ?rt. St. 4 1dmI. _ .
wuoIwithkoft. 3N«1 I . S1OO_.

7. 1I"t.~ . '1drwI· 1.....

Meadow

~

Mallbu has reliable

549-0895

80: CoUege:

MAKE
NEXT TERM
THE BEST TERM
OF YOUR LIFE.
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2 bedroom furnished
home on N Cori<o. 5300.00,
5UltU 1 \Unc.

In thit

Sony. NoP~s

housing.

GOVUNMENT JOIS
116 ,040
559.2.10".,.,,'#Of' How hIrIng Coli
10,5-617.60(1) hI a · ur I 10#' currenl

FuaNISH~D
ItOOM fOIt a.tII
F_I• • ~ulchefl pt"lvI1eves. wo."'"
:-4l2S foret" 519·399.
4-.' 7"7
5,",IId141
LAItGE fUltNISH£O aOOMS In hou ••
do5. 10 cotnpW Svrnm.,. ond 10/'
leos., wtth 011 uIlI/fI., pold .549
3114
4--2717
S7711d, .. 1
610 SYCAMOItE 2 room. ~n I~
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v ...... nlc.
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. · 10-17
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from ;:~'"PU'
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~~r..'.~~ } 49·3074
P~346'"''
OUPtEX. 2aE. ltOOM O.d: ....o.h....
ond dryw ftookup no pet5 "'Y
nice 4S;·6610
4· 19·67
S3101114J
1 AHO , 'drm . n lc. ond cleon
o-..ollobl.Moy IS oncIA"5'UlI IS W.
wonl prod .,IoId.nl. Of' morrled, no
pel•. 12 mo ' eos • • IOC'Oled
Glonl
City ad S19·Sl7' 0#' 519·1 ""
4--IJ·'7
S6'SlfI31
2 ID«M, FUlt NISHED . n lc. qu •• '
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oflef'5
S271'"31
" - "-11
min
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t
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ond Foil rol.. "gnl"fl lee'., now
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.... 21 ... 7 . ..•••
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"22"7 ...
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A..
42.·.7
S711C14'
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r.c.ptl onll t wo rk
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DE Student Editor
Applieations
Applications are being accepted for Student editor of the Daily Egyptain. one
fOT "ununa t£rm and CA;e for faD term 198i,
AppUcation forms :lre available in th e
managing editor 's office, Room 1247-H
th~

". 10-.7
S'64CI3O
EXPUIENCEO
MOTOII:C 'fL E
MlCHANK Good pt1"I and good
_kIng condit/om 0 ' 0 gr-owIr.;,
.hop Two Wh.., . Su,tJltl, It....,
It ' -6/1· S"-4940
1 4. 10.• 7
S67.Cl3O
NEED 55 11 tlk. Croll."1 Creo,I...
Clrcl. need. In.'rvcIOf" W ill lroln
CoIIMonho 1·6/'· 271· 75'6
4· 17..7
S679C IJ}
srUD£HT WOlf"!.
WHEELOiAIIi
"pol,. worlc-block. JO 0 m· " noon

DE newsroom),

Deadline i.,.. applications: 5 p,rn. Thunoday.
AprU9,
Requirement. Include a 3,0 GPA in the
""11«. 2.5 ",=all; a semester of expcricore
on th e DE staff; full-time enrollment.
Yo.. do Dot have to be ajou.rualhilll

_';or.
A ?plieanrs will be Inteniewed by the
Dal ly Egyptian Policy and Review Board
at a dme and place to be announced.

.
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Rates Starting at
$145.00 pel month
Free Use of Pool
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to publication
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General Meeting

Thursdoy
April 9th . 4:00pm
members

welcome
Student Center
3rd Floor
Inductions
May 7th
M .....ber. will be

no t(fiecf by mail
by May 1st.
STEIUHG- SltVEa chonn
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Women's softball team drops pair to Evansville
By Wally Foreman

StatfWriter
The women's softball team
droppo.>d both games of a
doubleheader to the University
of Evansville Tuesday at
Evansville, Ind. by the scores
of 3-1 and 3-2.
The Salukis are now 12-11
overall and 3-1 in the conference.
In the opening game the
Salukis scored once 0(( seven
hits and made four errors,
while the Aces made the most
of four b' ts by scoring three
runs and an error. Lisa
Peterson was the losing pitcher for the Salukis.
Cindy EsptJand and Jenny

Shupryt were both 2-for-3 in
thefirs game.
In tb nightcap the game
was !led at 2-2 thanks to a tworun homer by Shelly Gibbs
until the seventh inning.
Peterson came in to relieve
Stacy Coan and allowed the
winning run to score in the
bottom of the seventh.
Gibbs wellt 2-for-3 in the
second game. The Salukis had
four hits and one error and
Evansville collected six hits
and made one error.
Kern Bladlock, from Herrin,
picked lip a pair of victories fO!'
the Aces by pitching two
complete games.
The Salukis will host three
doubleheaders in a five-game

span starting Friday at the
lAW Fields as the Gateway
Conference race swings into
action.
"We are starting a long
homestand on Friday against
illinois State and during the
next nine days oNe ¥>ill be
hosting five Gateway
doubleheaders," coach Kay
Brechtelsbauer said. "This is
the meat of our conference
schedule. IT we are to gpt a
good seed for the conference
tournament, we need to take
advantage of our home field
advantage and ~ick up as
many wins as possIble."
The doubleheader against
the Redbirds Friday will start
2t 2,{l.m.

Fielders sign twins, four others
By SIU Sports Information

Coach Julee IlIner has announced the signing of six field
hockey recruits who will
compete a: sru.c.
Identical twins Chris and
Cas Dickerson ofSta((ord, Va .,
Lisa Biondo of Amherst, N.Y.,
Laura Duffy of Homewood,
San Dee Dekker o( Flossmoor
an~
Catby Dahlq uist o(
Deerfield will join the Saluki
fielders nextCalL
sru.c, 9-8-3 last season, will
los, eight starters to

Chris James. In 1985, their
high school team won a state
championship.
Biondo, another probable
starter as a freshman, will
likely play in a forward
position for SIU.c.
Biondo was a second team
All-Star in 1985 and made first
team this season. As a senior,
her Sweet Hone high school
team went 12~ and won a
division championship. At sruC, Biondo plans to major in
physical education.
Dahlquist, whom Illner

~ti~~a~.i.~~i 1\~~~u~rJ, ~;~ g~~~:gth~a~~~ro'b:~

returning (ulltime starters and
a goalie who split playing time
last year, !liner expects three
and possibly four of the
recruits to start.
The Dickerson twins, who
come from an area noted (or
strong field hockey, are both
expected to take starting roles.
Illner describes Cas as the
stronger defensive pla)'er
while Chris is stronger Gf
fensively. Both players are
quick and have good speed,
U1ner said.
The pair attended the same
(North St.1fford ) high school
as returning Saluki goalie

has the greatest potential o(
any recruit because o( her
untapped talent. While most of
this year's field hockey
recruits have some soccer
background, Dahlquist has an
extensive hackground in that
sport as well as field hockev.
As a senior, Dahlquist "as
named AIl-State after sen ing
as captain and MVI' of a team
that nlaced second in the state
for 'the second consecutive
year. At sru.c, Dahlqui.t
plans to major i.n clothing and
textiles.
The two other recruits,
Duffy and Dekker. both nlayed

at Homewood-Flossmoor high
school, wbere their team
finished fourth in the state this
past season.
Duffy, an honorale mention
AIl-State pick her senior year,
was a two-year varsity starter
and is expected to see playing
time this fall as either a
halfback or sweeper.

llimois State, 17-7, will be
opening its Gateway slate
against the Salukis and are
ranked 14th nationally.
The Redbirds have two of the
best pitchers in the conference
in Lisa Vogel Cl2~, 0.49 ERA)
and Linda Welt (5-1, 0.78
ERA),
The Redbirds also have s~lid
bitting from Kerrin Donis with
a .359 batting average !clJ;;wed
by Becky Barrigarr, .328, and
Ci.ndyRies at.327.
Tbe Salukis are ranked
second in the conference in
team batting a verage at .w.
U1i nois State is sixth with a .248
batting average.
Shupryt leads the Salukis in
bitting with an average of .365

followed by Gibbs, .359, Susan
Wissmiller, .356, and Espeland
at .328.
At noon Saturday the Salukis
will host Indiana State in a
doubleheader
Tbe Sycamores, 11-13, lost to
the Salukis I~ earlier this
season at the Saluki Invitational in a non-eonference
game.
The top pitchers for the
Sycamores are Wendy Dobbin
(5-4, 1.90 ERA) and Mara
KanaryIndiana(4-6 , 1·55 EthirdR;A)· m
' the
ra nks
conference with a .248 batting
average and are led by Rene
Strasser with a .376 batting
average. Strasser has 32 hits,
11 RBI and has scored 17 runs.
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Campanis resigns after racist slur
By Jeff Hasen
UP! Sports Writer

LOS ANGELES (UP!) Los Angeles Dod~ers Vice
President Al Campanis, who
told a nationally-televised
audience that blacks lacked
the "necessitie.c" to become
baseball managers, Wed,,~sday
resigned under
pressure from team officials
and politica. and civil rights
figures.
A Dodgers spokesman said
owner Peter O'Malley asked
for and received the
resignation. The team said
executive vice-president Fred
Claire would temporarily
handle Campanis' duties.
On the ABC program
" NighUine" Monday, Campanis was asked by host Ted
Koppel why there are no black
managers, gennral managers
or owners in the major
leagues.
" The only thing I can say is
that you have to pay your dues
when you become a manager ,"
Ca mpani s
responded.
" Generally, you have to go to
minor leagues. There's not
very much pay involved, and

some of the better-known farm team,
black players have been able
Only three black men have
to get into other fields and mana ged in the major
make a pretty good living in leagues : F rank Robinson,
thatway."
Larry Doby and Maury WiUs.
Asked if he thought racial Doby and Wills each managed
prejudice still existed in less than a full season .
haseball, Campanis said, " No, Robinson managed the Indians
I don' t believe it's prejudice. I from 1975-1977 and the Giants
truly believe that they may not from 1981-1984.
have some of the necessities to
During a news conference
be, let's say, a field manager, Wednesday, both the NAACP
or perhaps a general manager. and the American Civil
"So it just might be - why Liberties Union said Camare black men, or black panis ' apology Tuesday
people, 'not good swimmers?" missed the point.
he said. "They just don't have
"Blacks should be hired in
the buoyancy. "
key management l'!'5itions and
Campanis, calling it " the there is no justification for
saddest moment of my entire their exc lusion , "
said
career," Tuesday released a Raymond Johnson Jr . .
statement apologizinll for the president of the NAACP's Los
comments. Vice presIdent for Angeles chapter.
player personnel for the
Johnson challenged Baseball
Dodgers for 19 years, Cam- Co mm iss ioner
Peter
panis. 70, had served as Ueberroth and O'Malley to
player, scout, manager and establish an aggressive afIIlstructor in the Dodgers firmative action hiring
organization since the 1940s.
program
Campanis played alongside
Jackie Robinson in 1946 when
ACLU representative Mark
Robinson broke into organized Rosenba um , who joined
baseball as a members of the Johnson at the news conMontreal Royals, a Dodger ference, said racism has long

been a part of baseball .
"For years the color line bas
been synonymous with the
baseline," he said.
Los Angeles Mayor Tom
Bradley said TuEfday that he
"does not accept" Campanis'
beliefs.

O'Malley said in a statement
issued by the club Tuesday
that Campanis had erred.
" The Los Angeles Dodgers
deeply regret and apologize for
the statements made last night
by Vice President AI Campanis, " O'Malley said .
" Furthermore, as far as tbe
Dodgers are concerned, black
Americans are just as capable
and dedicated as any other
Americans and the: c:iore
equally as qualified to hold
positions of res ponsibility,
whether in baseball or any
other field 01 ende.'!wr.

Admission ban reigns Mustangs
SAN FRA.~CISCO (UP!) Southern Methodist University
will continue its ban on special
admissions for athletes
although the Mustangs will
become "noncompetitive" in
big-time sports unless other
schools adopt similar standards, a school official said
Wednesday.
Dallas oilman Ray L. Hunt,
chairman of SMU's interim
executive committee, told a
mee ting of the American
Society of Newpapers Editors
that SMU's ban on accepting
athletes who cannot meet
normal
admission
requirements will remain in

receiving a degree from the
university," he added.
Asked if SMU could compete
without special adIrissions,
Hunt answered : " I ~tally
expect that if we make these
changes and other schools do
not follow suit, we will be
noncompetitive.H
An interim ban on special
admissions was imposed
earlier this year after the
latest NCAA investigation into
improper payments by bosters
to SMU footbaU players. SMU

officials had nut indicated if
the ban would he made permanent, pending the report oi
a committee of students,
faculty members and administrators studying the role
of academics and sports at
SMU.
Southwest
Conference
athletic observers have
predicted that if the han is
made permanent, it could end
SMU's chances of competing
in football and baskethall.
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- " Curr ently, the vast
majority of (NCAA) Division I
schools allow highly recruited
athletes to be enrolled, even
though their academic records
would have prohibited them
from being eMolied were they
not athletes," Hunt said.
"SMU has adopted a policy
of not admitting any
prospective student no
matter bow good an athlete be
or she is - unless one could
assume by virtue of that
athlete's high school records
that the athlete has a very high
probability of graduating and
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Football will save the Saiuki athletics program
In a 101 of places across this
athleti c-minded country of
ours there are just two kinds
of s Ports - fall football and
spring football . Tbese are
la ces wbere sports like
C:;sketball and track exist just
to keep the kids in sbape and
out of trouble.
And who's to say that's all
bad? An examination of the
state of athletics bere at SIU-C
points to football as the
" savior" of a finaciallystrapped a nd struggling sports
department.
Of 19 intercollegiate sports
at SIU-C, tbe most nationally
prominent are the men 's
gymnastic and baseball
teams the women's basketball
te&m ' and the swimming
teams. Of those, just gymnastics and
wom en 's
basketball are revenue
producers.
Regardless of the number of
consecutive wins or how high
tbe nationa l r ankings,
women's basketball and
gymnastics will never have the
potential to pull in 12,000 or
13,000 fans like the football
team ronsistenUy does. II may
not be fair, but it is a fact that
should be faced. Tlo~.re's just

so much demanp for the minor
sports, and past or present
excellence doesn 't seem to be
much of a factor _
Obviously , a nationallyranked men's basketball team
would be the best thing for
earruog money and exposure,
but Rich Herrin's chances for
establishing tbat kind of
progra.m are slim , at best.
Confmed to playmg and
recruiting in Ule shadows of
nearby powers like Illinois,
'
Purdue and Kentucky, local
tal<mts have always found
sorneplace other than SIU-C.
Changing that situation won't figures for I-A attendance by
be easy for Herrin and staff, as alm ost 2 percent, proving U;at
proven by two fruitless there i:; a national interset in 1recruiting efforts.
AA football .
Which brings us back to
The Salukis kept in the
football. With the limited running for a playoff spot till
markets, fan support and the final week uf the season,
na tional interest for activities and kept SIU-C's name in the
like gymnastics and women's national rankings for most of
basketball, it sbould be 01>- that span. Coach Ray Dorr
vious that foothall offers the followed up with his best
most bang fora buck.
recruiting effort in four years
Let's look back to last fall , at SIU-C, adding one more
when SaJuki grid fans filled stone to the foundation he is
McAndrew Stadium at a 16 Ir}; ng to build.
percent greater average than
Everybody was getting into
m 1985. Attendance for I-AA the act last fall, as proven by
football games across the tbe Sah:ki Tailgate, tbe
nation outgrew attendance overwbe"""'~ a ttendance at

From b':J.e

Press Box

Steve Merritt

Saluki Booster Club meetings
and a grou~ of di.!bard fans
who follow",", SIU-C's gridders
to plarllS like Normal and
Murray , Ky. It was, to sal the
least, a good time for Carbondalea~d SIU-C athletics.

The administration of SIU-C
even got into the act, filldlly
deciding that McA ndrew
Stadium was deserving of new
turf and maybe even lights
(coun'. 2ring the fact that
funding to foothall was slashed
by 10 percent in the most
recent budget) .
Instea1 of cutting funding
a nrt scbolars bip, SIU-C 's
administrators should fully
evaluate tbe benefits that
could be reaped if a fullI'm just wondering bow long
fledged commi tm e n t was it'll take for everyone to
made to the foothall program. realize what a good th ing they
Ways to use the footba ll team haveinSalukifootball.
Clr-'r:;;-:-:;;~";;~!IIr;;;;"7.:;-;;:-1
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Women netters start four-match
sweep at EIU, end at Indiana st.
By Wally Foreman

statfWriter

e::.

Tbe
C women netters
will play four tough matches
Thursday and Friday, with tbe
first match being against
Eastern Illinois today in
Charleston, ill.
Women's tennis coach Judy
Auld will be without tbe services of Julie Burgess, No. 6
singles plal er, and Sue Steuby,
No.4 slDlUes, will see limited
playing (ime because or a sore
muscle in her left s houlder.
Auld said Steuby bas been
able to practice for about 30
minutes hitting balls and
might not use ber in the match
against the Panthers today. " I
don't want to lose her for the
season," Auld said.
The Salukis defea ted
Eastern Dlinois twice during
tbe fall season 8-1 and &-3.
" I just want to get pas t the
first match, but we bave to
play well," Auld said.
On Friday and Saturday tbe
Salukis will be in Terre Raute,
Ind., to participate in the indiana State Invitational.
Tbe SaJukis first match will

be against Western IIlin6is at
10a.m . Friday.
" Western Illinois is one of
the top teams in the conference
and ar~ a s olid team
throughout the lineup," AI.!!ti
said.
"The players have been
looking forward to playi ng
Western all yea r ," Auld Sljid.
" Western is a team they r",,1I,
want to play, and they are
definitely beatable."
Auld snid sbe will try to play
Steuby in tbe Western match if
the trainer says she is alright.
" Western 15 one of Illose
teams you can lose to one day
and then turn around the next
day and win," Auld said. " The
key is to get points from the
whole lineup."
At 3 p.m . Friday the SaJukis
will take on Bradley.
" Bradley is not a team to be
overlooked and I just have to
make s ure the pla y ers
remember to play one match
ata time," Auld said.
The Salukis final match fOl
the weekend will be at 9 a .m .
Saturday against host Indiana

to the University's best interests s hould be explored and
experimented "ith_
With the Saluki:; winning the
I-AA cbampionship in 1983 and
contending fo r a playoff spot
last season (when they weren' t
s uppose to b.~ any good), they
already ha,'e established
national r ecognition . With
attention-grabbing schools like
Kansas, Fresno State and I-AA
powerhouse Arkansas State on
the 1987 scbedule, SIU-C's
gridders bave a a chance to
help build a wiMing tradition
in foothall that could carry
over into positive national
exposure for the entire institution.

(with this ,-"upon)

I
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State.
The Salukis defeated the
Sycamores 8-1 during the fall

PLAZA TIR E SERVI C E
610 Elis1 M. in - CARBONDALE - 1618) 4 57. 0309

season.

Auld said Ellen Moellering,
No. 1 s ingles player, has been
putting a lot -of pressure on
herself by baving a unrealistic
goal of not losing one match.
" Ellen has been playing
well, but has had a problem
with ber confidence," Auld
said. "The No. 1 spot is a hard
position to play because you
get pushed in every match
because every team bas a good
NO. 1 player."

Dorr scheduled
for booster lunch
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( Between North Ilhnois and the raIlroad )
Hoors 9:00 to S-30 NtcrI.,SaI.

~

SIU-C football coach Ray
Dorr will discuss the progress
of spring football practice at
the Thursday meeting or the
Saluki Boosters Cl u b ,
scheduled for noon at tbe
Holiday Inn.
SIU-C men's swimming
coach, Doug Ingram. also will
spe.!!" "I Ille luncheon _
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Leonard-Hagler bout fixed
by influence of big money
" Take the cash out of aU this
rougb-bousin'," the old man
saia,".md w~td be callin' 'em
lunatics instead or heroes."
Lunatics instead of beroes,
iodeed. But these days we tend
to categorize them as
millionaires or multi millionaires who also happen
to t>e pitchers, quarterhacks,
or middleweight champions of
the world. Tliere may be no
parallel to a world cham. pionship, but now, at leas t,
there's also good money if you
strike out with the bases
loaded in the 10th or hit the
e very sporting event is canvas 30 seconds into the first
suspect. But it seems that the round once one reaches a
honor and respect traditir4.'aUy certain prominence.
held for athletics ,'os
decreased in direct propc.. tion
AND WHAT DOES the fan
to the amount of money who complained that $20 was a
awarded the participants.
bit much to spend for closeFor those old enough to circuit viewiog of the Leonardremember the intrigue find Hagler fight while eagerly
drama surrounding a Louis or awaiting post-round updates
Marciano title defense, a Stan on the Cable News Networ k
Musial lit bat in an stand to learn from it aU? The
Eisenbower-era aU-star game, same lesson that can henefit
or even a last quarter touch- the world of professional
down hy the Green Bay spolis as weu, a lesson that
Packers in one of their many can benefit anyone who sees
nail-biting victories, the material gain as a defmitive
weight of the doUar 's shadow measure of success.
upon the sporting world
And if the lessvil ""lere to be
somehow has dulled the ad- imparted in the form of a
mira tion of those who dedicate thought-provoking moral, as
themselves to a passion that though delivered in a telegram
has become an open market sent by some Yogi Berra-like
when it comes to the money- sage just in time to return a
making
possibilities little spice to the current Clat
surrounding the event.
taste of pro- sports, it might go
I'm reminded of an elderly something like this : You know
gentleman in an Indianapolis you're on your way to being a
bar, who, as I sat absorbed by winner when you're doing
a Hdown to the wire" football what you want to be doing even
game between the Washington if nobody cares what you do or
Redskins and the New York if you win or lose.
Giants, elicited a laugh Crom
All, but how we care! Some
NOT THAT BOXING is the the bar room patrons with his figures estimated that we
only suspect sport, or that tension-breaking observation.
cared enough about LeonardHagler to spend $70 million m
the product. My faith ill the
integrity of professi onal
sports, boxiog in particular,
will be boosted if it doesn't
happen, but I'd almost give
By Wally Foreman
odds that we'll be just as enfeet, 1 inch_
StalfWriler
thraUed by the rematch. And
Cornell set the school record Sugar Ray and Marvelous
Men's coach Bill CorneU for the mile run with a time of 4 Marvin will be iciog down their
says be expects a couple minutes, 00,74 seconds in 1962 $333,000 per minute soreness
tracksters to do great things at when he was a sophomore at aU the way to the bank.
the Dogwood Relays in SIU.c. He finished second in
Knoxville , Tenn ., this the NCAA championships in
weekend.
the mile and Ia ter was named
CorneU said be thinks Ron SIU Athlete of the Year.
Harrer will qualify for the
''This is Pettigrew's fu-st
NCAA champIOnships in the opportunity to run the mile
discus and All-American Andy outdoors," UlrneIl said, "and
Pettigrew will break the school based on his indoor perrecord in the mile run_
formances , r think he can
About 40 teams are exp<!('ted break the school record."
to participate at the DODCoroeu said Pettigrew ran a
scoring meet.
4:02.89 mile indoors and, in the
Harrer will need a toss ~ "t right rece and with tt", right
least 190 feet to qualify. His w•..ather C\."Dditions, ~e could
personal best this season is 184 ~t a new recorrl
MONDAY AFTERNOON the
I)aily Egyptian ne","Sroom was
buzzing with speculation on the
outcome of the approaching
Sugar Ray Leonard-Marvelous
Marvin Hagler bout. Opinions
as to who would reign supreme
were m ixed , but Hagler
seemed to be the overall
favorite, the consensus pick.
Of 30 sports wri ters poUed by
USA Today, 24 predicted a
Hag le r vic tor y , 21 by
knockou t.
And as far a s m y humble
estima tion of the ring war
went, if the fight was on the
level, Hagler would annihilate
the rusty Sugar Ray.
IT the fight were on the level?
Where does someone so remote
from the makiog of the fight
fmd the audacity to suggest
that such a major sportiog
event might have been staged?
It's a one-word answer as far
as I'm coocerned' Money.
Please don't re.:d betv."<!en
the lines too much. This isn't
being written to take anything
away
from
the
accompJisbment of Sugar Ray
Leonard, or to even suggest
the fight indeed was " rigged."
And it's not to say that athletes
woo've Spell! their entire lives
training for and achieving the
~." that. must have captivated thelD so much in their
youth should not be rewarded
handsomely enough to live
affluently. !I' S just to say that
a public that shares so intricately in the heritage of
American sports should not
have to worry that something
tha t ought to be a ma tter of
athletic ability could turn into
a ma tter of financial gain.
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Gateway honors seven Salukis for academics
By Wendell Young
Staff Wnler

Twenty-two Salukis received
praise from the Gateway
Collegiate Athletic Conference
as they were selected to the
Presidents'
All-Academic
Award WlODers team for their
scholarly accomplishments at
SIU'(;.
The Dogs placed seven
athletes on the initial team and
15 others received honorable
mention honors.

Leading the way for the
Salukis was Beth Winsett of
the volleyball team. She was
joined by Deb Kober (women's
hoops) , Beth Boardman and
Patricia Yeager of the
women's tennis team. All four
scholars compiled perfect 4.00
grade point averages.
Two Saluki women tankers
were chosen among the top 47
student-athletes in the con·
ference, as Sue Wittry and Iris
VonJouanne each tabulated

3.81 GPAs, respectively.
Freshman Lisa Ravetto of the
women's track team was
highlighted among the elite as
she duplica ted the 3.81
academic performance.
Others
who
earned
bonorable mention recognition
for their classroom efforts
were Dawn Thompson and
Cbristi Ff!lDklin of the
voUeyball team. They were
cited for 3.77 and 3.&~ outputs.
Women swimmers Lori Rea

aoo Jackie Taljaard were
rewa.r ded for their academic
accomplishments af!." they
compiled 3.76 and 3.55 ( ;PAs.
Five foothaU Saluitis were
recipients of the honor as
Randall Brave (3.74), Stepben
Johnso"
(3.67 ), Charles
Harmke (3.58), Ryant Wooten
(3.50), and Douglas Reid (3.50)
hit the text books with the
same authority they employed
to tackle their opponents.
Karen Peterson and Julie

Sbumaker of the women's goU
team paved their way to
receive the honors by driving
3.69 and 3.61 GPAs into the
hole.
Marialice Jenkins (women's
hoops), Maria Cocb (women's
tennis ) . Sue Anderson
(women's track), and Cynthia
Espeland (softhall) earned
their bonors by gaining 3.75,
3.66, 3.63, and 3.53 GPAs,
respectively.

Sports
SIU-E nips Salu kis on strange play
By M.J. Starshek
StaflWriter

The SIU'(; baseball team got
a taste of its own medicine
courtesy of its cross-state
cousins, as the SIUEdwardsville
Cougars
defeated the Salukis 4-3
Wednesday afternoon at Abe
Martin Field.
The Salukis' record dropped
lu 21-7 as a result of wbat
started out to be a strange baU
game.
Cougar leadoff bitter Tom
Klenke sing.Jed in the first
inning and centerfielder P .J .
Riley foUowed him with a
bomer over the right-eenter
Held fence.
Klenke watcbed Riley's
bome run a~d may have
thought it was a routine fly ball
because he stood on first as
Riley passed him on the bases.
Riley was called out and
Klenke came around to score
the Cougars' flfSt run.
"You won't see that in a
ballgame too often," Saluki
coach Richard " Itchy" Jones
said.
Cougar pitcbers Chuck
Floarke (3-1) and Petc DeIJrus
hcld the Salukb 10 10 bits, five
of wbich came in !!Ie last two
innings. Floarke only struck
out one, but SIU'(; helped him
by hitting into three double

plays in the nine-inning c0ntest.
" We did not make any adjustments at the plate," Jones
seid. "We went up trying to
pull everything. We needed to
wait."
Robert Fleming (1-1), who
entered the game with a 2.94
ERA, pitched five innings for
the Salukis, allowing eight bits
and two runs. Junior Cliff Mc
Intosh came in on relief but
was pulled in lavor of outfielder-turned-relief pitcber
Doug Shields.
The freshman rigbt-bander
pitcbed two innings and
allowed one run on one hit. The
coach said that Shields may
continue in sbort relief for the
Dogs.
" He came (on) in a clutch
situation and did a good job,"
Jones said.
The Saluki offense failed in
many of the game's clutch
situations, however, leaving
six men on base. The sru.(;
team batted 1()'34 and did not
capitalize 00 the bits, at least
not until the late innings.
Junior Charlie Hillemann,
wbo entered the game bitting
.350, knocked his second home
run of the season over the left
Held fence with one out in the
eighth to put the Dogs on the
board.

Cbuck Verschoore (3-4 )
foUowed with a JiLle shot down
the left field Ilne to begin an
SIU'(; rally, but Steve Finley
ended it as soon as it began as
bit popped into a double play to
douSe-lheSalulds' flame.
Junior Rich Campbell struck
out the Cougars in order in the
ninth and it looked as if the
Dogs might have a chance to
pull off a come-from-behind
victory.
Senior flfSt baseman Jim
Limperis ( 2-4 ) led off the ninth
with a single to right and
Chuck Locke (1-4) did the
same to put Salukis on flfSt
and second with no outs.
Cougar coach Gary Collins
pulled Floarke for relief ace
Pete DeIJrus. T!' c right-bander
senior entered the game with
an impressive 0.72 ERA and a
2-1 record.
Rich Gaebe bounced into a
fielder's choice to put Dogs at
the comers with one out.
Shortstop David Wrona, who
started the game batting .318,
doubled into the left-eenter gap
L~ score Limperis and Gaebe.
The two runs were too little,
too late as piLch-bitter Dan
HarUeb bounced out and
catcher Joe HaU swung at a
bad pitch (Of' the tast out in
what was nota Dogs' day.

Pitino gets cager Coach of Year
ST. LOUIS (ljPIl - Coach
Rick Pitino 'Jf Providence
CoUege, who led the Friars to
their f:rst a ppearance in the
Final ~'our since 1973, has been
nam ..1 1M, ~ CoUege
Basketball Coach of the Year
by The Sporting News.
Pitino's team won the NCAA
Southeast Re~~i onal in
Louisville, Ky., last month

The regional championsbip
capped a whirlwind spring
that was marred by the death
of Pitino's infant son.
Pitino. who coached fOf'merly at Boston University
and was an assistant coach
with the New York Knkks of
the NBA, arrived at
Providence two years ago and
instituted a five-year plan to

revive the floun dering
baskethall program.
Tbe coach installed a running offense and pressure
det'MSe. With several of his
shoo:ers taking advantage of
the [leW 3-point shot this
season, the Friars compiled a
25-9 rec<>."CI and qualified fOf'
the NCAA tournament.

Cage women ink Logan star
Salukllll1lt balrnan Jim Umperl. atretc/Ies to rwch an errant
throw by ahortaIop DaYe Wrona during tile SIIJ.C'. ' - to SIU-E
at .u. Mattln FIeld TUMda].

"Ten!: key, that's my favorite &po!,"
said
Sanders, a iHI standout point
guard Ii l Jolin A.. Logan College wbo signed a
scholarship offer to play for the 13th-ranked

ByW~IYoung

Staff Wr1ta'

The Saluki men's hoop squad beefed up its froot line Wednesday when it signed H, 2Il>-pound forward Rick Shlpley 0(
Centralia High School during Ibr. first official day of !he spring
..
'od.
sl'f3:i~Wwbo nabbed oo-Soulhern l11inois Player 0( the Year
booors with Lucia ~ 01 Cairo, guided Centralia to a 21>-7
output 00 the hardwood during the 198H7 season. He turned in a
solid 16.5 ppg and 11 rebounds an outing Quriog bi5llenior year.
Sbi~Jey also scored impressive .'Jllmbers on the ACT as he
compjJed a 25 to overcome ProposItiooA~delines. He plana to
eoroll atSIU'(; ~a business major DeT.Uan.
Fred Buff, SIU.(;'s sports inlormatioo dlrec ~ said Ship~
chose SW.(; because be would have a good c!ulIIce o! competing
uua Saluk1.
A
Sah~ _ci c-=b RIch Herrin was in Cbicqo
W
y Ihlt said He."tin wasn't ''real ~tic" about

ingandbo... .
'

v

Howevt."
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(:Oach has

The women's basketball Salukis started
the natiooal letter of intent period at the top
oIth~key.

Men cagers sign Shipley

.,

By Anita J. Ston ...
Staff Writer

.

general also may boost SIU'(; free throw
shooting, as she drops in 75.2 percent from
the line.
''Deanna baa just about everything you
could ask for in a point guard," Safuli
recruit.icg coach Julie Beci said_ "She's
quick, unselfish and can liandIe the ball well
She's a beac!s-up p.:ayet· with a tough mental
attitude arAi an excellent outside sbot. "

Sal1~S .

She MYS of the recently approved NCAA
Oonus hoop, "rm going to love the threepoint shot. I'm going to work 00 mr ralige
this summer - all around the circle.'
Sanders is DO stranger to natiooal success.
This season she earned aU· trournament
t.onors at the junior college p.:;donals, where
the Vols took third with 8 36-3 record her
freshman year and eighth this year with a 3().
6 mark.
" ) like to t.hinI< when the Salukis go to the
NCAAa, (an) experience like that helps a
Jot, " SanderSlaid.
SaDdeI'I paced the Lady 'lois from the
point with 12.5 point; per gume with 43.4
t aCCW'll • She iirod J75
is

The Salukis will ill.:e1 call Sanders by her
nickname " Bird," wbj~ stuck with her since
high scliool "Sometimes even my mom calls

me Bird," sbesaid.
A ~",li-dimeDSiooal athlete, "Bird" ran
distance and sprints in tract, and also played
softball in biah school.
"I like ail sports, anything competitive
except goU," she said.
Sanders joins Belleville'" S-.~ forw8rdcenter Amy Rakers in this year's .-ecruiting
class. Rakers signed during the .-.arly period
Ja.~t November.

Later in the signing period, the Saluk\

coedIes bape to receive word (rom additiooal

ts wbo are still visiting SIU'(; and

